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A map!! 

Thanks to Jenny for her artwork 



Things to do in the West End of Glasgow 

 

The west end of Glasgow is a cosmopolitan and vibrant part of the city, it boasts some of the best 

architecture in Glasgow (the Kelvingrove museum and the botanical gardens are fine examples).  The main 

streets (Byres Road and Great Western Road) give rise to a number of smaller lanes full of bistros, bars and 

boutique shopping.  The lists below give you examples of great places to eat, drink and visit in this area: 

 

Places to eat: 

Kember and Jones coffee shop: one of the best breakfasts in the west end, their berry and maple syrup 

waffles are amazing and come highly recommended! Pop along at anytime for fantastic cappuccino and cakes 

(available to sit in or take away), evening meals are also available until ~10pm. 134 Byres Road, Glasgow G12 

8TD. 0141 337 3851 

Heart Buchanan (380 Byres Road, T: 0141 334 7626) is a similar style delicatessen very close to the Hilton 
Grosvenor hotel and is great for smaller snacks.  Cafezique and Delizique (66 Hyndland Street) are a small 
distance away (about 15 minutes walk) from Byres road but they also have great homemade fayre. 

The Blind Pig (116-122 Byres Road, 0141 357 5482), The 2 figs (5 and 9 Byres Rd,  

0141 334 7277) and The left bank (33- Gibson Street, 0141 339 5969 also have a good breakfast and lunch 

menu. 

 

For traditional Scottish fayre the following restaurants are a little pricey (average cost of a meal for one is £20 

– £40 with drinks) but have delicious menus to suit anyone looking for a relaxed and traditional dinner: 

 

The Bothy (11 Ruthven Lane, just off Byres Road, 0845 166 6032) 

No 16 Restaurant (16 Byres Road, 0141 339 2544) 

Cail bruich (725 Great Western Road, 0141 334 6265) 

Stravaigin 1 (28 Gibson St) (does a fabulous full Scottish breakfast and a great little bar area) 

Roastit Bubbly Jocks (450 Dumbarton Road, Glasgow)  

Fanny Trollopes Bistro (1066 Argyle Street, 0141 564 6464) 

BoVine (Adjoined to the Hilton Hotel on Byres Road) is a new steak house that is attached to the Hilton hotel; 

it does very nice fillet steak with a choice of side orders but again is a little expensive (£25 – 40 per person). 

Little Italy (205 Byres Road, 0141 339 6287) does great take-away lunches; the individual pizzas are 

particularly good…especially if you add extra mozzarella! 

The Wee Curry shop (Ashton lane – Above Jinty McGinty’s pub) and Balbirs (7 Church Street, off Byres Rd) 

serve fantastic Indian food, which is of great quality and not too expensive.  The haggis pakora’s give the wee 

curry shop’s menu a Scottish twist and are a must try experience! 

 

Places to drink: 

Ashton Lane boasts a variety of bars and places to eat (Ketchup is a twist on an American diner and serves 

over 50 different types of burgers, Brel serves food with a Belgium twist and the Wee curry shop is a must for 

a unique Glaswegian Indian experience).  Ashton Lane also has a cinema which has comfy seats/sofa’s and is 

licensed so that you can watch a movie whilst enjoying a glass of wine or a cocktail from the adjoining Lane 

Bar. 

 

The Lansdowne bar (7a Lansdowne Crescent, off Great Western Road, 0141 334 4653) is a little out of the 

way but has a great atmosphere and has plenty of seating so that you can relax with a pint of beer or a 

cocktail (the amaretto sour is perfect here!) 

 

Otto bar (94 Byres Road, Glasgow) also does fantastic cocktails and has a more modern vibe.  Again it’s 

usually possible to find a seat to chat amongst friends. 

 



Bobar (Adjoined to the Hilton Hotel on Byres Road) is a modern bar that is very close to the Hilton Hotel, and 

although it can get quite lively at the weekends it does serve great cocktails (the Russian spring punch is there 

most famous!) 

 

Cottiers (93 Hyndland St ) is a small walk from Byres road and is a converted church which is another relaxed 

drinking spot and has a nice restaurant upstairs. 

 

For a more traditional Irish or Scottish pub try Jinty McGinty’s or the Small pub attached to the Ubiquitous 

Chip on Ashton Lane.  

 

Things to see: 

University of Glasgow (University Avenue, Glasgow, G12 8QQ, 0141 330 2000) The University of Glasgow is 

an exciting place to visit, with its Hunterian Art Gallery and Museum, The Mackintosh House and the fantastic 

architecture of the Main Building.  

Hunterian Museum The Hunterian Museum, located in the Main Building, is the oldest public museum in 
Scotland. An extensive permanent exhibition covers 4,500 million years of evolution on our planet. Exhibits 
include the 325-million-year-old Bearsden shark, Scottish dinosaurs, Roman Scotland, and displays of Scottish 
and world minerals and rocks. The Coin Centre houses one of the world's finest collections of coins and 
medals. The Museum also has an interesting and varied temporary exhibition programme. 

Hunterian Art Gallery The Hunterian Art Gallery, next to the University Library, holds a collection of works by 
Rembrandt, Stubbs, Chardin, Pissaro and Rodin as well as 19th and 20th century works by McTaggart, Guthrie 
and Fergusson. It houses Europe's largest display of works by the American artist James McNeill Whistler 
(1834-1903). Check their website or call in to find out which exhibitions and displays are being shown. 

The Mackintosh House The Hunterian Art Gallery holds the world's largest collection of works by Scottish 
architect and designer Charles Rennie Mackintosh. In addition, the Mackintosh House, entered through the 
Gallery, is a reconstruction of the principal interiors from Mackintosh's Glasgow home, using fixtures and 
fitments from the original house.Opening hours: Monday-Saturday 9.30am-5pm. The Mackintosh House is 
closed weekdays 12.30-1.30pm and is closed on certain public holidays. 

Kelvingrove museum and Park: (Kelvingrove Art Gallery and Museum  
Argyle Street, Glasgow, G3 8AG. 0141 276 9599) Scotland’s most visited attraction is a magnificent building, 
boasting 22 themed, state-of the art galleries displaying an astonishing 8000 objects. With extensive 
internationally significant collections, which are wide-ranging, covering natural history, arms and armour, art 
from many art movements and periods of history, and much, much more – even a real Spitfire! Kelvingrove 
welcomes families, and its displays have been designed with children in mind. The RBS Exhibition Gallery and 
the community exhibition space both have a running programme of temporary exhibitions and displays.  
Please note that some temporary exhibitions are subject to an entry fee. 

All of the above museums and art galleries have very nice small shops; the university also has a small gift shop 

which sells beautiful (mainly Scottish) gifts and university merchandise. 

 

Botanical Gardens: (Botanic Gardens, 730 Great Western Road, Glasgow. G12 OUE) The Botanic Gardens is 

known internationally for its impressive glass houses and extensive tropical and temperate plant collections 

from around the world. It is located just opposite the Hilton Grosvenor Hotel.  

 

Shopping: You will find lots of boutique small shops in the West end, the best of these are located in and 

around Byres Road. Call in to the Nancy Smillie shop for unique jewellery or try The Wooden Heart (just 

along from Kember and Jones on Byres Road) or Boxwood (almost opposite the Hilton Hotel on Byres Road) 

for gifts to take home.  
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Thursday 24th Main Congress Page 

08:00  Registration   

1345 WELCOME   

1400-
1450 

KEYNOTE Dr Tessa Holyoake,  
Paul O'Gorman Leukaemia Research Centre, University of Glasgow 
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 1500-1530 TEA  

  Resident Abstracts  

1536 Maria Mellinas-
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Professor Tessa Holyoake 

Professor Tessa Holyoake is Director of the Paul O’Gorman Leukaemia 

Research Centre, University of Glasgow and Consultant Haematologist 

at the West of Scotland Cancer Centre. Her hypothesis driven, 

translational research on cancer stem cells in chronic myeloid 

leukaemia is of international standing and she is widely recognised as 

one of the key players in this field. This research focus developed from 

her PhD at the Beatson Institute, Glasgow, on haemopoietic stem cell 

expansion for therapeutic use, through a 2 year post-doctoral 

fellowship in the Terry Fox Laboratories, British Columbia, to the 

current cancer stem cell focus. Professor Holyoake was made a fellow 

of the Royal Society of Edinburgh in 2008 and was awarded the 

Scottish Health Award in Cancer in 2009.  

 

 

Cancer stem cells in chronic myeloid leukaemia - is cure possible? 

 

Prof Tessa Holyoake,  

Paul O'Gorman Leukaemia Research Centre,  
Section of Experimental Haematology, 
Faculty of Medicine, 
University of Glasgow, 
Glasgow, G12 0YN. 

 

Chronic myeloid leukemia (CML) has emerged as a paradigm for cancer stem cells (CSCs), including 

leukemic stem cells (LSCs). Arising from a chromosomal translocation within a haemopoietic stem 

cell (HSC) which generates the Philadelphia chromosome, the resulting oncogenic protein, BCR-Abl, 

drives the disease. Targeted therapy against this constitutively active tyrosine kinase with tyrosine 

kinase inhibitors (TKIs) has revolutionised the treatment of CML, however while high rates of 

response have been achieved, BCR-Abl transcripts can still be detected in the majority of patients, 

suggesting residual disease1. This disease persistence has been attributed to a small pool of drug-

resistant CML LSC2. Consequently, in recent years the major focus of CML research has been to 

identify and target the molecular mechanisms which confer drug-resistance on this LSC pool. We 

first investigated whether CML stem cells are oncogene addicted, that is dependent on oncogene 

expression and activity for their survival and proliferation. In a transgenic mouse transplantation 

model of CML-like disease, donor-derived CML stem cells in which BCR-Abl expression had been 

induced and subsequently shut off, were able to expand in vivo and re-initiate leukaemia in 

secondary recipients upon BCR-Abl re-expression, confirming their BCR-Abl independence. BCR-Abl 

knockdown in human CD34+ CML cells achieved partial inhibition of BCR-Abl and downstream 

targets, of cell proliferation and of colony forming cells. The addition of dasatinib further inhibited 

BCR-Abl activity and CFC with 50% overall survival. Complete growth factor withdrawal plus 

dasatinib further reduced overall survival to only 10%, however the surviving fraction was enriched 

for primitive leukemic cells capable of growth in long-term culture initiating cell assay and 

expansion upon removal of dasatinib and addition of growth factors. These data strongly suggest 
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that CML stem cell survival is BCR-Abl independent and that curative approaches in CML must focus 

on oncogene-independent mechanisms of resistance.   

 

Our current studies therefore employ systems biology approaches (mRNA, miRNA, proteomic, p-

proteomic and epigenetic screens) to identify novel targets that are leukaemia selective yet BCR-

Abl independent and cancer stem cell focused. The early novel targets to be pursued include 

chemokines, cytokines, WNT/b-catenin, hedgehog, FoxOs and TKI-induced autophagy. We have 

shown that imatinib and second generation TKI induce autophagy in CML blast crisis cell lines, CML 

primary cells including the primitive stem cells and in p210BCR/ABL expressing myeloid precursor 

cells. Imatinib-induced autophagy does not involve c-Abl or Bcl-2 activity, but is associated with ER 

stress and is suppressed by depletion of intracellular Ca2+, suggesting it is mechanistically non-

overlapping with imatinib-induced apoptosis. We have further demonstrated that suppression of 

autophagy using either pharmacological inhibitors or RNA interference of essential autophagy 

genes enhances cell death induced by imatinib in cell lines and primary CML cells. Critically, the 

combination of a TKI with inhibitors of autophagy results in near complete elimination of 

phenotypically and functionally defined CML stem cells. Together, these findings suggest that 

autophagy inhibitors may enhance the therapeutic effects of TKIs in the treatment of CML3. These 

pre-clinical data have now been progressed to a phase II clinical trial – CHOICES. Internationally 

several novel targets have progressed to clinical trial including epigenetic regulators4, modulation 

of PML5, inhibition of Alox56, inhibition of hedgehog signalling7 and autophagy inhibition 

(www.clinicaltrials.com)3.  

 

1. Druker BJ, Guilhot F, O'Brien SG, Gathmann I, Kantarjian H, Gattermann N, et al. Five-year follow-up of 
patients receiving imatinib for chronic myeloid leukemia. N Engl J Med. 2006 Dec 7;355(23):2408-17. 

2. Graham SM, Jorgensen HG, Allan E, Pearson C, Alcorn MJ, Richmond L, et al. Primitive, quiescent, 
Philadelphia-positive stem cells from patients with chronic myeloid leukemia are insensitive to STI571 in 
vitro. Blood. 2002 Jan 1;99(1):319-25. 

3. Bellodi C, Lidonnici MR, Hamilton A, Helgason GV, Soliera AR, Ronchetti M, et al. Targeting autophagy 
potentiates tyrosine kinase inhibitor-induced cell death in Philadelphia chromosome-positive cells, 
including primary CML stem cells. J Clin Invest. 2009 May;119(5):1109-23. 

4. Zhang B, Strauss AC, Chu S, Li M, Ho Y, Shiang KD, et al. Effective targeting of quiescent chronic 
myelogenous leukemia stem cells by histone deacetylase inhibitors in combination with imatinib 
mesylate. Cancer Cell. 2010 May 18;17(5):427-42. 

5. Ito K, Bernardi R, Morotti A, Matsuoka S, Saglio G, Ikeda Y, et al. PML targeting eradicates quiescent 
leukaemia-initiating cells. Nature. 2008 Jun 19;453(7198):1072-8.  

6. Chen Y, Hu Y, Zhang H, Peng C, Li S. Loss of the Alox5 gene impairs leukemia stem cells and prevents 
chronic myeloid leukemia. Nat Genet. 2009 Jul;41(7):783-92. 

7. Dierks C, Beigi R, Guo GR, Zirlik K, Stegert MR, Manley P, et al. Expansion of BCR-Abl-positive leukemic 
stem cells is dependent on Hedgehog pathway activation. Cancer Cell. 2008 Sep 9;14(3):238-49.  
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CLINICAL DECISION MAKING IN INTRACRANIAL MASS LESIONS IN DOGS AND CATS 
 

Jacques Penderis BVSc MVM PhD CertVR DipECVN MRCVS 
RCVS and European Recognised Specialist in Veterinary Neurology 
Head of Clinical Veterinary Neurology,  
University of Glasgow 
 

MASS LESIONS AND RAISED INTRACRANIAL PRESSURE 

The protective structures surrounding the brain, including the skull and masticatory muscles, are 

extremely effective in protecting the brain from external trauma.  However non-distensible bony 

calvarium only has limited compensatory properties when mass lesions arise within, rather than 

outside of, the calvarium.  The brain and related supporting tissues within calvarium comprise the 

brain tissue (around 80% of the intracranial volume), cerebrospinal fluid or CSF (comprising around 

10% of the intracranial volume) and the blood vessels, venous sinuses and meninges.  The volume 

buffering capacity reflects the capacity for compensation in order to accommodate increases in 

intracranial volume and is important in: 

1. The effect of intracranial mass lesions on cerebral perfusion pressure and risk of brain 

herniation. 

2. The risk of exacerbating raised intracranial pressure with anaesthesia and investigation. 

3. The risk of exascerbating raised intracranial pressure following initiation of radiation 

therapy. 

The primary mechanisms underlying volume buffering include displacement of the CSF 

compartment, compression of the venous sinuses and related structures and reduction of the 

extracellular fluid spaces.  Intracranial pressure is maintained at levels only slightly above normal, 

until volume buffering capacity is exhausted, after which intracranial pressure increases 

dramatically. 

 

PREDICTING RAISED INTRACRANIAL PRESSURE 

An important determinant of cerebral vasodilation, and therefore having a substantial effect on 

intracranial pressure, is the PaCO2.  Elevation of PaCO2 above 45mm HG results in vasodilation, and 

markedly increases intracranial pressure. 
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Clinically the recognition of raised intracranial pressure is difficult in dogs and traditional 

criteria used in human patients are only of limited use in dogs.  Clinically more useful indicators 

include: 

1. Identifying cases on the basis of signalment, history and neurological signs that are suggestive 

of a space occupying intracranial lesion. 

2. Assessing for altered levels of consciousness, in particular stupor or depression. 

3. Evaluation of the optic discs for signs of papilloedema. 

4. Assessing for pupil changes. 

 

DIRECT AND INDIRECT EFFECTS OF INTRACRANIAL MASS LESION ON MRI 

Prediction of raised intracranial pressure is possible on the basis of MRI.  The mass lesion will have 

a direct effect on intracranial volume, but may also result in secondary effects which may be targets 

for therapeutic intervention. 

The primary determinants of raised intracranial volume: 

 The size of the mass lesion 

 The degree of peritumour oedema 

 Tumour related haemorrhage 

 Obstructive hydrocephalus 

The consequences of this raised intracranial volume: 

 Attenuation of the CSF signal  

 Compression of the ventricular system 

 Brain herniation 

 Distortion or parenchymal shift of the brain. 

 Secondary changes within the spinal cord (syringohydromyelia). 

 

NON-SPECIFIC THERAPY FOR CASES WITH INTRACRANIAL MASS LESION 

Non-specific therapy is aimed at reducing the potential for raised intracranial pressure and 

maintaining cerebral perfusion pressure: 

 Mild elevation of the head (excessive elevation may reduce CPP) 

 Limiting increases in central venous pressure: no jugular occlusion, careful head positioning 

and avoiding abdominal compression. 

 Avoiding coughing (particularly during intubation) 

 Intermittent positive pressure ventilation to maintain normocapnia 

 Intravenous mannitol prior to anaesthesia and intermittently in unstable patients at 

0.25g/kg IV over 20 minutes, but this can be increased to 1g/kg. 

 Other medications that may be effective include intravenous lidocaine and furosemide. 

 Steroid therapy (anti-inflammatory doses) to address peri-tumour oedema. 

 Control epileptic seizures 

 

MENINGIOMA 

Meningiomas are the most common feline intracranial tumour and one of the most common 

canine intracranial tumours.  They tend to occur in older dogs with the median age in dogs around 

9 to 10 years.  There is a predisposition in the boxer and Golden Retriever, but also a suggestion of 

increased predisposition in other mesaticephalic and dolichocephalic breeds.  MRI is extremely 

useful. 
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Surgical resection is extremely effective in feline meningioma, although surgery may be 

combined with post-surgical chemotherapy. Canine meningioma have a tendency for local invasion 

and although surgical management is beneficial, outcome is better if A) surgery comprises wider 

surgical excision, and B) surgery is combined with post-surgical radiation therapy.  There variation 

between studies, but surgery alone is associated with a median survival times of around 6 to 7 

months.  Combination of wide surgical excision and radiation is associated with median survival 

times of around 14 to 30 months. Other intraoperative considerations also have a substantive 

effect on outcome, with the use of an ultrasonic aspirator or the use of magnification (in particular 

intraoperative endoscopy) positively correlated with prolonged survival times.  The benefits of 

chemotherapy, radiation therapy alone and repeated surgery and radiation therapy have not been 

reliably quantified. 

 

GLIAL CELL TUMOURS 

Most glial cell tumours are also rostrotentiorial and a predisposition exists in brachycephalic dogs.  

They represent the second most common primary intracranial tumour in dogs.  The median age is 

lower for gliomas, but is still over six years of age.  The characterisation of glial cell tumours is more 

difficult using diagnostic imaging.  There are very few objective studies assessing different 

treatment approaches.  Only minor benefits have been demonstrated for chemotherapy, surgical 

resection or a combination of therapies in dogs.  Of the available therapies, radiation therapy 

appears to demonstrate the most benefit, but this still remains to be accurately quantified.  Part of 

the problem of quantifying the benefit of therapy is the poor characterisation of glial tumour types 

in veterinary patients. 

 

CHOROID PLEXUS TUMORS: 

MRI may be suggestive and CSF analysis may be useful as they are often associated with an 

extremely high CSF protein level.  Surgical excision is often highly effective in human patients, but 

there is only limited literature in dogs.  Some successful endoscopic approaches to the lateral 

ventricles have been reported veterinary patients, but third and fourth ventricle approaches are 

associated with marked morbidity and mortality. 
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Dr. Puille has been working in the field of nuclear medicine at 

Giessen University since 1992. Besides working and publishing in 

human nuclear medicine, he was responsible for the cooperation 

with the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine beginning 1999, as a 

nuclear medicine consultant and radiation protection advisor. He 
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radioiodine kinetics in more than 200 cats, and radiation exposure of staff members. Consequently, 

hospitalisation times could be reduced from about 3 weeks to 5-10 days.  

 

 

Radio-iodine Treatment for Cats in Europe – an ESVONC Sponsored Survey 

 

Max F. Puille and Kathelijne Peremans 

 

Hyperthyroidism is the most common endocrinological disesase in the elder cat, usually caused by 

benign thyroid tumors, and rarely thyroid carcinoma. Radioiodine is the safest and most effective 

treatment option. Nevertheless, its avaliability is limited, because the use of radioactive iodine is 

not without risk. Because no amount of radiation exposure may be considered safe, the ALARA (“as 

low as reasonably achievable”) principle has been proposed, and is the foundation of every use of 

ionizing radiation today. Translating ALARA to the use of open sources of radioactivity in veterinary 

medicine means: 

1. Only people who know what they are doing may be allowed to use these substances. 
2. Keep track of every bit of radioactivity there is, keep it in safe places, and record exactly how 

much of it is going where at what time. 
3. If the use of radioiodine is to be allowed at all in veterinary medicine, there will inevitably 

remain a small amount of it in the animal treated when it leaves the treatment facility. 
Therefore, it has to be defined how much radioactivity an animal is allowed to contain at 
discharge. 

4. Keep patients in specialized wards until defined discharge criteria are met. 
 

ESVONC sponsored a survey of 23 European centres which perform radioiodine treatment 
for feline hyperthyroidism. They reported their treatment protocols and results, and 
methods employed to ensure the ALARA principle is met, in a standardized questionnaire. 
Although the patho-physiology of feline hyperthyroidism and the principles of radiation 
protection are the same everywhere, there were considerable differences in the treatment 
protocols applied. Even more pronounced differences were observed concerning the third 
point mentioned above, with hospitalisation times ranging from a few days to a month.  
 
The amount of radiation exposure that is deemed tolerable to the pet owner and general 
population due to radioiodine in cats is not a medical but a political decision, and beyond 
the scope of this presentation. Nevertheless, it is possible to outline the radiation exposure 
that may occur, if the effective half-life of radioiodine in the cat and the residual activity of 
radioiodine are known and certain assumptions are made about handling of the cat and cat 
litter. 
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From daily iodine activity measurements in 83 consecutive radioiodine treatments in 
hyperthyroid cats, we calculated an average effective half-life of 2.5 +/- 0.9 days, and an 
average uptake of 22 +/- 9%. From this data total radiation exposure until complete decay 
of radioiodine can be calculated. Depending on the assumptions made concerning animal 
husbandry and handling, pet owners receive between 2 and 8 µSv per MBq residual activity 
in the cat. Assuming 150 MBq of applied activity, 30% uptake, 3 days effective half-life and 
8 µSv/MBq this results in an exposure of 70 µSv if the cat is released after 7 days, 35 µSv 
after 10 days and 14 µSv after 14 days. 
 
It may not be easy to decide what radiation exposure radioiodine in cats shall be allowed to 
cause for people. But data can be collected that allow a calculation, or at least a good 
estimate, of realistic radiation exposure rates in realistic situations. The number of centres 
offering radioiodine treatment is increasing. Using radioiodine for other thyroid diseases, 
like thyroid carcinoma in dogs, is subject of current studies.  Standardization of treatment 
protocols and radiation safety measures is therefore desirable, if not necessary. It should 
be possible to achieve this using the data and expertise resulting from several hundred 
treatments across Europe every year. 
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Improving Management of the Veterinary Cancer Patient through Recommended Guidelines and 

Standardization of Oncological Biopsy Specimen Submission, Trimming, Microscopic Evaluation 

and Reporting.  

 

Debra A. Kamstock, DVM PhD DACVP 

Flint Animal Cancer Center 

College of Veterinary Medicine and Biomedical Sciences  

Colorado State University  

Fort Collins, CO   USA 

 

There is perhaps no discipline within veterinary medicine which relies more heavily or as 

consistently upon the histopathological diagnosis and information provided in the pathology report 

than veterinary oncology. As such, it is paramount that as the field of veterinary oncology advances 

and veterinary cancer treatments progress, so too must the pathology support which provides 

critical information ultimately guiding the clinicians' decisions in determining optimal management 

of the cancer patient.  Essential to this achievement is an integrated relationship and open 

communication between the clinical oncologist and diagnostic pathologist with the forthcoming 

mutual exchange of necessary information in the patient's interest.   

 

This transfer of information begins with sample submission where communication from the 

clinician to the pathologist is provided both verbally on the submission form and non-verbally via 

tissue demarcation.  This information significantly impacts gross specimen tissue trimming which 

ultimately determines the areas, including surgical margins, evaluated microscopically by the 

pathologist. Information provided upon sample submission, including signalment, anatomic 

location, lesion description, lesion progression, and other relevant patient information, may 

additionally impact histopathological diagnosis as well as prognostic information. The provision of 

thorough patient information in conjunction with appropriate tissue handling and demarcation 

cannot be overemphasized.  

 

The pathology report is the written document from the pathologist to the clinician containing 

essential information which impacts patient prognosis and therapeutic direction.  In addition to 

providing the most accurate diagnosis possible, the pathology report should further furnish the 
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clinician with all parameters which may predict biological behavior  such as tumor grade when 

applicable, mitotic index, assessment of vascular invasion, degree of necrosis, and a detailed 

description of surgical margins. These parameters are often essential to the oncologist in making 

informed decisions, yet are frequently no reported. This may be a result of inappropriate sample 

submission or simply omission by the pathologist. Regardless, absence of such parameters in the 

final pathology report may impede optimal patient care.  

 

These shortcomings can be overcome by establishing guidelines or a recommended standardized 

approach for the submission, trimming, and reporting of tumor biopsy specimens. Moreover, such 

standardization could concurrently improve the quality of retrospective studies in veterinary 

oncology which utilize or depend upon information provided in the pathology report as well as 

improve comparisons across published studies.  Ideally, such guidelines should be established and 

supported collaboratively by veterinary oncologists and pathologists.  

 

Through an initiative of the American College of Veterinary Pathologists Oncology Committee, a 

subcommittee consisting of board certified pathologists, oncologists, and surgeons, was composed 

and charged with the task of creating such guidelines.  These guidelines were subsequently 

reviewed by an international group of veterinary pathologists.  These guidelines are in no way 

mandated but rather have been established to guide both the oncologist and pathologist on 

optimal handling of tumor biopsy specimens. Additionally, through the effort put forth in 

establishing these guidelines, areas of deficiency in veterinary oncology/pathology which require 

attention have been highlighted.    

 

Initial guidelines will create a foundation from which further development can evolve. These 

guidelines will exist as a living document requiring continuous updating and revision which will be 

best achieved via a collaborative effort of veterinary oncologists and pathologists. The goal of these 

guidelines is to optimize diagnostic accuracy and improve information provided in the pathology 

report which, in turn, is dependent upon reception of excellent specimens, complete information, 

and appropriate trimming.  By working together across interdisciplinary lines, the intricate and 

significant working relationship between oncologists and pathologists will be strengthened and, 

ultimately, care for the veterinary cancer patient improved. 
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Clonally transmissible cancers in dogs and Tasmanian devils 
 
Elizabeth P. Murchison 
Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute,  
Hinxton,  
Cambridge  
CB10 1SA, UK 
 
Tasmanian devil facial tumour disease (DFTD) and canine transmissible venereal tumour 
(CTVT) are the only confirmed naturally occurring clonally transmissible cancers. These 
cancers are transmitted by the physical transfer of viable tumor cells that can be 
transplanted across histocompatibility barriers into unrelated hosts. Despite their common 
etiology, DFTD and CTVT have evolved independently and have unique life histories and 
host adaptations. DFTD is a recently emerged aggressive facial tumour spread by biting that 
is threatening the Tasmanian devil with extinction. CTVT is a sexually transmitted tumour 
of dogs that has a worldwide distribution and that may have emerged thousands of years 
ago. 
 
We are using Illumina sequencing technologies to sequence the genomes of clonally 
transmissible cancers. By sequencing the genomes of geographically distinct DFTD and 
CTVT tumours, we are identifying and analysing genetic variation in the two cancer clones, 
and using these variants to understand the clonal evolution of the two cancers. I will 
contrast the biology, molecular genetics and immunology of DFTD and CTVT, and discuss 
the implications of clonally transmissible cancers for host-pathogen evolution.  
 

Clonally transmissible cancers in dogs and Tasmanian devils 
EP Murchison Oncogene (2009) 27, S19–S30
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RESIDENT ABSTRACTS 

 

The Wim Misdorp Award aims to encourage members in the earlier years of their career in 

veterinary oncology to pursue a period of scientific investigation in the field of veterinary oncology. 

 

The award is to recognize outstanding contributions to the knowledge related to pathogenesis, 

diagnosis, therapy, prevention, or control of animal tumour-diseases. It is given once yearly at the 

ESVONC Annual General meeting to a veterinarian based upon his/her written abstract and oral 

presentation of scientific data at the meeting. In addition to a Certificate this award covers the 

travel and registration costs for the author to attend the Veterinary Cancer Society Annual Congress 

in the USA and to present their work. 

 

The Wim Misdorp Award is sponsored by Pfizer Animal Health.
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Introduction 

SJG-136 (SG2000) is a novel sequence-selective cross-linking agent that can link both strands of 

DNA causing minimal distortion of the helical structure such that the interstrand cross-links (ICLs) 

persist and are not repaired immediately. 

 

Methods 

Growth inhibition following treatment with SJG-136 was investigated in 14 tumour and 2 normal 

canine cell lines using the SRB assay. The single cell gel electrophoresis (COMET) assay was used to 

measure SJG-136-induced ICL formation, and subsequent response to DNA damage was studied by 

measuring γH2AX foci (produced by phosphorylation of the structural histone H2AX at Ser-139 in 

response to double strand breaks). Cell cycle alterations following drug exposure were analysed 

with flow cytometry. 

 

Results 

Following treatment with SJG-136 at equitoxic doses, sensitive cell lines showed a G2/M block, 

except for the metastatic skin melanoma CMeC-2 cell line which showed an increase of cells in S 

phase. In addition, when the CMeC-2 cell line was excluded, there was a good correlation between 

growth inhibition and ICL formation following treatment with SJG-136 (R2=0.9131). Although ICLs 

form rapidly in cells, the peak number of γH2AX foci/cell was measured 24 hours following 

treatment with SJG-136 in all the cell lines and the level was greater in the most sensitive cell lines. 

 

Conclusions 

These data confirm SJG-136 as a promising cytotoxic agent for the treatment of canine tumours 

particularly melanoma, mast cell tumours and mammary carcinoma,and suggest that the 

measurement of ICLs and γH2AX foci/cell could be useful pharmacodynamic assays to monitor SJG-

136 efficiency in mouse xenograft models or canine cancer patients. 
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Introduction 

Current research in human breast cancer points to an important role of the interactions between 

tumour and stromal cells in the neoplastic development and behaviour. Metalloproteinases play an 

important part in the matrix degradation allowing tumour cell detachment, migration and vascular 

intravasation, hallmarks of malignant behaviour. 

 

Methods 

An Immunohistochemical analysis of the expression of metalloproteinase-9 (MMP-9) in both 

neoplastic and stromal cells from 24 benign and 94 malignant canine mammary tumours (CMT) was 

conducted. Dogs with malignant tumours were submitted to a 2-year follow-up. The Kaplan-Meier 

method was used to compute overall survival (OS) and disease-free survival (DFS) intervals and to 

construct the survival curves. 

 

Results 

Malignant tumours demonstrated a significantly higher MMP-9 expression than benign neoplasms 

in both stromal and tumour cells (P<0.001). Higher levels of MMP-9 in stromal cells were verified in 

tumours with invasive growth (P=0.034), high histological grade (P=0.005), high MIB-1 labelling 

index (P=0.01), high uPA expression (P<0.001) and regional (P=0.032) and distant metastases 

(P=0.014). MMP-9 expression in neoplastic cells was positively associated with regional lymph node 

metastases (P=0.023) but negatively associated with distant metastases (P=0.021). High stromal 

MMP-9 expression was significantly associated with shorter OS and DFS intervals (P<0.001). MMP-9 

expression in neoplastic cells was not associated with OS. Conversely, tumours with few cancer 

cells expressing MMP-9 were associated to shorter DFS (P=0.009). 

 

Conclusions 

MMP-9 expression by stromal cells was significantly associated with poor prognostic factors in CMT 

suggesting that it may constitute a valuable prognosticator and a possible target for the 

development of future molecular therapies. 
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Introduction 

GFR is considered as the gold standard for overall renal function evaluation. In human medicine, 

GFR is also used for dose adjustment and toxicity evaluation of many chemotherapeutics. The aim 

of this preliminary study was to investigate the role of GFR in predicting haematological toxicity 

(HT) in canine cancer patients with normal plasma values of urea and creatinine evaluated before 

being treated with chemotherapy. 

 

Methods 

Dogs with various tumours, presented at the Veterinary Teaching Hospital of Pisa University, were 

prospectively enrolled. Haematological and biochemical profile and urinalysis were performed 

before chemotherapy (T0) and at the expected HT nadir time, thereafter CBC was checked daily 

until leukocytes normalization. GFR was assessed at T0 through iohexol plasma clearance (normal 

range 75±15ml/min/m2). HT was evaluated according to VCOG-CTCAE grading system. Data were 

analyzed by Mann-Whitney and Fisher's exact test, while the Spearman's Rank correlation between 

GFR and HT was estimated. 

 

Results 

Eighteen dogs were enrolled; at T0, 6 showed normal GFR (NormGFR: 72.0±4.6ml/min/m2), while 

12 (AbnormGFR: 38.1±8.6ml/min/m2) showed lower values. Age, weight, plasma urea and 

creatinine did not differ between groups. HT developed in a significantly higher number in 

AbnormGFR dogs (12/12) compared to NormGFR dogs (2/6). Two NormGFR dogs showed grade 1 

HT, while in AbnormGFR dogs the score was between 2 and 5. There was a significant negative 

correlation between GFR and HT. 

 

Conclusions 

GFR appears to be a useful tool to predict HT in dogs treated with chemotherapy. Further studies 

are needed, and should investigate the role of GFR in dose adjustment. 
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Introduction 

Minichromosome maintenance proteins (MCM) are sensitive markers of cellular proliferation and 

have recently been shown to be significant predictors of survival in several human malignancies. 

MCM7 was evaluated as a novel prognostic marker in canine cutaneous mast cell tumours (MCTs) 

using statistical survival analysis methods. 

 

Methods 

A retrospective study was performed using the pathology archive of the Diagnostic Laboratory of 

the AHT. Information collected for each patient included signalment, pathological data and clinical 

course of the disease. Dogs with inadequate follow up or that received chemotherapy or 

radiotherapy were excluded. Immunodetection of MCM7 was performed on tissue sections of each 

tumour and an index of MCM7-positive cells calculated. 

 

Results 

Ninety-five dogs were included (23 low, 49 intermediate and 23 high histological grade). Thirty-one 

patients died due to MCTs. Median follow up was 1145 days [range 2-3668]. The sensitivity and 

specificity of MCM7-score as predictor of survival was analyzed using Receiver Operating 

Characteristic. A MCM7-score of 0.18 was deemed the most appropriate cut-off value (sensitivity 

81%; specificity 86%). In the survival analysis the median survival time for MCM7-score?0.18 was 

not reached at 3668 days, while for MCM7-score>0.18 was 187 days [95% C.I. 74-329] (Log-rank 

test; p<0.0001). Moreover, MCM7 was highly significantly associated with survival in the 

univariable Cox regression analysis (Hazard Ratio (HR) 12.2 [95% C.I. 5.0-30.0]; p<0.001) and in the 

multivariable analysis after controlling for age and surgical margins (HR 11.1 [95% C.I. 3.3-37.0]; 

p<0.001). 

 

Conclusions 

MCM7 is a valuable predictor of outcome in canine MCTs and warrants further investigation in 

prospective studies. 
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Introduction 

Melanoma is a common and malignant canine tumor, for which novel therapies are needed. The 

Substance P (SP)/Neurokinin-1 (NK-1) complex regulates several biological functions related to 

cancer, including tumor cell proliferation, angiogenesis, and migration of tumor cells for invasion 

and metastasis. NK-1 receptor antagonists specifically induce apoptosis and inhibit tumor cell 

proliferation, angiogenesis and the migration of the tumor cells in several human tumors including 

melanoma.  The aim of this study was to evaluate the expression of NK-1 receptor and SP in a panel 

of canine melanoma tumor tissues by reverse transcription-PCR (RT-PCR) and 

immunohistochemistry (IHC). 

 

Methods 

RNA was extracted from seven malignant melanoma primary tumor tissue samples collected from 

patients at the Veterinary Medical Teaching Hospital (VMTH), University of Wisconsin-Madison.  

NK-1 and SP mRNA expression was than determined in these samples by Reverse Transcription-PCR 

(RT-PCR).  Twenty additional canine malignant melanoma samples (formalin-fixed, paraffin-

embedded) collected from patients at the VMTH were evaluated by IHC for expression and cellular 

distribution of NK-1 receptors. 

 

Results 

Of the 7 primary tumors evaluated with RT-PCR, NK-1 receptor mRNA was expressed in 6/7 and SP 

mRNA in 3/7. Immunohistochemical interrogation revealed moderate to strong NK-1 receptor 

immunoreactivity in several of the tumors evaluated. 

 

Conclusions 

Our data demonstrates that NK-1 receptor mRNA is expressed in the majority of canine primary 

melanoma tumors evaluated. Additionally, SP co-expression in some tumors could result in an 

autocrine growth loop.  The NK-1 receptor could, therefore, represent a novel target for the 

treatment of canine melanoma. 
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Introduction 

Doxorubicin is an anthracycline chemotherapeutic agent that has efficacy against a wide variety of 

tumours but results in cardiotoxicity in many patients. Cardiac Troponin I (cTnI) is a serum 

biomarker of cardiomyocyte damage and has been used clinically to help assess cardiac insult in 

dogs although echocardiographic examination provides the gold standard for assessing dynamic 

cardiac function non-invasively. The purpose of this study was to assess how cTnI values changed 

following doxorubicin administration and whether echocardiography reflected this change. 

 

Methods 

In a retrospective analysis, 30 dogs treated with doxorubicin (single agent or part of a multi-agent 

protocol) for neoplastic conditions were identified as having serial cTnI values prior to and during 

treatment. 19 dogs had cTnI values after at least 3 doses of doxorubicin and 12 of these had 

echocardiographic examinations before and after treatment. 

 

Results 

As treatment with doxorubicin progressed, serial cTnI concentrations altered significantly. Of the 12 

dogs with pre and post treatment cTnI values a significant increase was seen after 3 doses of 

doxorubicin (median value of 0.1ng/ml vs 0.3ng/ml), however, there was no significant change in 

the fractional shortening measurements of these patients (median value 31.5% vs 31%). 

 

Conclusions 

cTnI values changed significantly following treatment with doxorubicin but an accompanying 

change in fractional shortening values was not observed. The changes in cTnI may be due to cardiac 

injury that has not yet led to a decrease in cardiac contractility, alternatively cTnI may be elevated 

due to other factors such as the presence of underlying systemic illness. 
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Introduction 

Treatment and prognosis of canine extra-nodal hepatic lymphoma is not well documented.  In this 

study we compared dogs with hepatic lymphoma to a control population of dogs with stage IV 

substage b multicentric lymphoma, with respect to presentation and survival. 

 

Methods 

A retrospective study was conducted evaluating dogs from two centres diagnosed with extra-nodal 

hepatic lymphoma (HL) or stage IVb multicentric lymphoma (MLSA), confirmed by unequivocal 

cytology or histopathology, between 2006 to 2010. All dogs were treated with modified CHOP or 

MW chemotherapy protocols. Cases had standard staging performed, including haematological, 

biochemical and coagulation blood profiles, thoracic radiography and abdominal ultrasonography. 

Bone marrow biopsies were not performed in all cases. 

 

Results 

Five cases of HL and seven cases of stage IVb MLSA were identified. Dogs with HL had liver enzyme 

activities (ALT and ALKP) that were 1.5 to 22 times the upper reference range, compared to 1.09 to 

6.1 in MLSA dogs.Only one HL dog achieved complete remission compared to six of the MLSA 

population. Median survival time (MST) was 28 days for HL; however MST was not reached in the 

MLSA group (MST 399.5days in the four deceased dogs). Reason for euthanasia in all cases was 

either lack of response to therapy or tumour progression. 

 

Conclusions 

A diagnosis of extra-nodal hepatic lymphoma was associated with a poor outcome when compared 

to stage IVb MLSA.  This pilot case-series should prompt further multicentre studies to examine the 

nature of this form of canine lymphoma. 
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Introduction 

Activating EGFR mutations are among possible initiating events in lung carcinogenesis. 40-80% of 

human NSCLC overexpress EGFR, and in preneoplastic lesions expression increases with the severity 

of dysplasia, likely indicating tumour development.Incidence of canine primary lung tumours (cPLT) 

is increasingly reported. A causative role of passive cigarette smoking and/or urban living was 

suggested. In a previous study we demonstrated a relationship between cPLT and pulmonary 

accumulation of particulate pollutants (anthracosis). However, the molecular pathways involved in 

cPLT carcinogenesis have never been characterized. This study investigates EGFR expression in cPLT 

and its potential association with anthracosis. 

 

Methods 

Dogs diagnosed with PLT were retrospectively included. Primary pulmonary occurrence was 

confirmed by clinical and/or necropsy findings and TTF-1 expression. Tumour histological type, 

grade, proliferation activity and TNM stage were assessed, and available clinicopathological data 

were recorded. EGFR immunohistochemical expression was quali/quantitatively evaluated. In 

samples with available normal lung parenchyma, the amount of background anthracosis was 

measured by image-analysis. 

 

Results 

Thirty-seven cases of cPLT were included. In 27/37 cases (73%), a variable number of cells 

(range=11-100/mean=61%) stained positive for EGFR, independently from clinicopathological 

parameters.Background anthracosis was detected in 18/21 cases (86%). All EGFR-positive tumours 

developed in anthracotic lungs (P=0.006) and the percentage of EGFR-positive cells was 

proportional to the amount of anthracosis (P=0.0015). In 60% of positive tumours, EGFR was also 

detected in background lung anthracosis-associated dysplastic/hyperplastic lesions. 

 

Conclusions 

The observed relationship between anthracosis and EGFR expression in cPLT and dysplastic 

epithelial lesions suggests the implication of EGFR signaling pathway in air pollution carcinogenesis. 
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Introduction 

Disseminated histiocytic sarcoma (DHS) is a fatal cancer seen predominately in Bernese Mountain 

dogs, where the disease is highly prevalent. In human oncology, screening programmes exist for 

various types of cancer and may include blood borne tumour biomarkers. The benefit of screening 

programmes and early detection of cancer is the potential for more effective management.The 

objective of this study was to construct a screening programme for DHS and evaluate biomarkers 

for their ability as early disease detection biomarkers in this programme 

 

Methods 

Thirty-three healthy middle-aged Bernese Mountain dogs were screened on three occasions six 

months apart and once one year later in an attempt to detect early disease. Blood analysis from 

thirteen diseased Bernese Mountain dogs with clinically overt DHS and fifteen healthy Bernese 

Mountain dogs served as positive and negative controls, respectively. The dogs underwent a 

physical examination; an extensive blood analysis; urinalysis and diagnostic imaging were collected. 

A diagnosis of DHS was confirmed by histopathology. Eleven tumour biomarkers were examined for 

their worth as early tumour biomarkers. 

 

Results 

During 2.5 years five dogs with early DHS were identified. No dogs developed clinically overt DHS 

without being detected within six months of the screening programme. Three potential tumour 

markers were statistically significant, however one marker (serum ferritin) appeared to be a 

plausible marker. Median survival times for the dogs with early DHS were 226 days. 

 

Conclusions 

Screening programmes for Bernese Mountain every six months for dogs over 4 years of age along 

with ferritin measurements may indicate early DHS. 
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Introduction 

Canine cPWT are a subset of soft tissue sarcoma recently identified by the reclassification of canine 

hemangiopericitomas. No clinical data are available for this specific histotype. The aim was to 

define the clinical behaviour and the prognostic role of clinical and pathological variables in a 

homogeneous population of canine cPWT. 

 

Methods 

cPWT at first presentation confirmed by histology excised (no amputation) from client-owned dogs 

without metastasis were collected retrospectively. The end point was the relapse of disease (local 

recurrence and/or distant metastasis). The prognostic values of clinical (age, sex, weight, site and 

size of tumor, adjuvant therapy) and pathological (margin status, histologic grade, mitosis, necrosis) 

variables were investigated by univariate and bivariate analysis (P<0.05). The pattern of association  

between variables was explored by multivariate correspondence analysis (MCA). 

 

Results 

12 out of 55 canine cPWT showed the relapse. Ten cases showed local recurrence, 1 metastatic 

disease and 1 both. The estimated probability of local recurrence is 0.02, 0.08, 0.20 e 0.24 at 6 

months, 1, 2 and 3 years, respectively. Size of the tumor was a significant prognostic factor either 

using 5 cm cut-off (P=0.01) or in continuous scale (P< 0.001). Status of margin and use of adjuvant 

therapy showed a clinically relevant hazard ratio. In MCA young age, low dimension, grade I and 

extremities were associated, this also happened for elderly age, high dimension, grade II and other 

site. 

 

Conclusions 

cPWT tend  to developed  local recurrence long time  after surgery. Low dimension cPWT seems to 

have a benign clinical behaviour and good prognosis. 
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Introduction 

Several subtypes of canine non-Hodgkin's lymphomas (NHL) have been described, based on 

cytohistological analysis, suggesting that canine lymphoma should not be considered as a unique 

entity. The aim of this retrospective study was to confirm, on a large series, significant survival time 

differences between clinico-morphological subtypes. 

 

Methods 

362 cases of dogs presented to the Oncology Unit with a cytological and/or histological diagnosis of 

NHL were selected. Cases were classified according to the updated Kiel classification adapted to 

canine species, and in the light of the current WHO human NHL classification. Epidemiological, 

clinical features and follow up were collected. Survival times were determined whatever the 

treatment be (chemotherapy, corticosteroid therapy, or no treatment). 

 

Results 

The centroblastic polymorphic B-cell lymphoma was associated with a survival time of 8 months. 

The Burkitt B-cell subtype was associated with a very short survival time (0,5 month), the small 

clear-T-cell subtype with the longest (21 months). The immunoblastic and marginal zone subtypes 

were associated with a poorer survival time (2 and 4,5 months respectively). The lymphoblastic, 

pleomorphic mixed and plamacytoid subtypes were respectively associated with a survival time of 

8, 4.8 and 2.5 months. Type of treatment (type of chemotherapy or other treatments) significantly 

modified prognosis. 

 

Conclusions 

Our study showed significant prognostic differences between the clinico-morphological subtypes of 

canine non-Hodgkin's lymphomas, whatever the treatment be. It confirmed a previous prospective 

study using a standardized chemotherapy protocol. Moreover it added survival data on 

immunoblastic and marginal zone lymphomas, even if different treatments were used. 
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Introduction 

Megavoltage radiation is the current standard treatment for canine nasal tumours. Limited 

information is available regarding the prognosis of nasal tumours treated with hypofractionated 

protocols according to the extent of the disease based on advanced imaging. 

 

Methods 

Medical records of 57 dogs with nasal tumours treated with palliative radiotherapy (2002-2008) 

were reviewed. Data regarding signalment, clinical presentation, histopathology, CT/MRI staging, 

treatment, side-effects and outcome were evaluated. 

 

Results 

70% were male and 30% female. Age range 3 to 16 years (mean 9.4, median 9.5). Breeds commonly 

represented were Retrievers (24.6%), Collies (17.5%), Terriers (14%) and Spaniels (12.3%). Epistaxis, 

sneezing, nasal discharge were the most common clinical signs. 73.7% were carcinomas, 8.8% SCC, 

15.9% sarcomas. In 38 patients where the CT/MRI scan was available for review, 13.2% had stage 1, 

13.2% stage 2 , 19.3%  stage 3  and 44.7%  stage 4 . Grade1/2 side-effects were common, 6 patients 

had grade 3. 92% of dogs had significant improvement in clinical signs. Mean survival time for all 

the patients was 355.9 days (CI 271 - 440) and median 253 days (CI 177.5 - 328.5). 1 and 2-year 

survivals were 27 and 17%. Survival was shorter in dogs >10 years, dogs with SCC, and dogs with 

sinus involvement.  According to advanced imaging stage MST were; stage 1, 419d (182.82-655.18), 

stage 2, 349d (142-9-555.1), stage 3, 188d (47.7-328.3) and stage 4, 160d (70.8-249.2). 

 

Conclusions 

Histopathology and staging using advanced imaging affects survival for dogs treated with 

hypofractionated radiaton and may influence the choice of the radiation protocol. 
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Introduction 

Canine lymphoma has a well established prognosis and standard treatment protocols for most 

common anatomical forms. However, there is little information available regarding certain 

extranodal presentations such as renal lymphoma, and information on appropriate treatment 

recommendations is scarce. 

 

Methods 

Medical records of two US and one UK veterinary institutions were searched for histologically or 

cytologically-confirmed cases of dogs with lymphoma primarily involving the kidneys. Signalment, 

clinical presentation, immunophenotyping, staging, response to therapy, and survival times were 

recorded. 

 

Results 

Eleven cases fulfilled the criteria. Immunophenotyping was available in 7 cases  (3 B-cell, 4 T-cell) 

and 3 cases were LGL lymphoma. Male to female ratio was 1.2:1, and age range was 2 to 14 years. 

On presentation, all dogs were substage-b, had mild to severe renal azotemia, and all but one 

demonstrated renomegaly (9 bilateral, 2 unilateral). Erythrocytosis, mesenteric lymphadenopathy, 

intrathoracic lymphadenopathy and neurological signs were observed (3 dogs each). Nine dogs 

began a combination chemotherapy protocol (COP or CHOP). Two dogs were euthanized within 48 

hours of treatment, one due to uncontrollable seizures, and the other due to suspected bile duct 

obstruction. The remainder demonstrated a partial response to chemotherapy with improved 

azotemia, but it was short-lived and ultimately died or were euthanized due to progressive disease 

with a medium survival time of 22 days (5-212 days). 

 

Conclusions 

Canine renal lymphoma may show similarities to the feline form (CNS extension, predominance of 

bilateral involvement), but further information regarding the best therapeutic approach is 

necessary to improve clinical outcome and prognosis. 
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Introduction 

The active form of vitamin D (1alpha, 25-dihydroxycholecalciferol; calcitriol) has potent anti-

proliferative activity in the management of a number of human and canine malignancies. The 

enzyme CYP24A1 (24-hydroxylase) converts active calcitriol to its inactive form abrogating its anti-

cancer effects in aggressive tumours. Overexpression of CYP24A1 has been reported for several 

tumours but the expression and prognostic relevance of this enzyme in osteosarcoma is not 

currently known. The objectives of this study were to evaluate the prognostic value of CYP24A1 in 

canine and human osteosarcoma and the effects of 1,25(OH)2D3 treatment on CYP24A1 

expression. 

 

Methods 

Immunohistochemistry for CYP24A1 was performed and evaluated for both canine and human 

osteosarcoma using a tissue microarray approach. Four canine and 2 human osteosarcoma cell lines 

were evaluated for CYP24A1 expression at basal levels and upon exogenous treatment with 

1,25(OH)2D3 using western blot and quantitative real-time PCR assays. 

 

Results 

All 6 osteosarcoma cell lines expressed CYP24A1 basally and a significant dose-dependent increased 

expression was observed upon treatment with 1,25(OH)2D3. CYP24A1 expression was present in 

the cytoplasm of tumour osteoblasts and high expression was detected in osteoclasts. Dogs with 

CYP24A1 expression had significantly poorer survival (p=0.044) while human patients expressing 

high levels of this enzyme in their tumours had significantly shorter disease-free interval (p=0.042). 

 

Conclusions 

Increased CYP24A1 expression has prognostic value and could serve as a predictive marker for 

vitamin D therapy efficacy in human patients and dogs with osteosarcoma. Approaches targeting 

CYP24A1 may enhance the anti-proliferative effects of calcitriol therapy in osteosarcoma. 
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Introduction 

Medical quality can be divided between technical quality and functional quality. This last dimension 

has enormous importance as most of our clients don´t have the knowledge to evaluate veterinary 

technical skills. The SERVQUAL questionnaire assesses functional quality through 22 questions that 

evaluate five dimensions of a  service: reliability, assurance, responsiveness, empathy and 

tangibles. In this pilot study we used a modified SERVQUAL method to determine if owners of 

cancer treated pets have any particular differences regarding their expectations and compared 

them with those of the general client population. 

 

Methods 

82  SERVQUAL questionnaires containing 22 questions applied  to owners of cancer treated pets 

(OG) and  the general client population (GG) of a private veterinary practice (response rate 38%). 

 

Results 

Overall expectations score did not differ between groups (p=0.4). Both groups ranked Empathy and 

Assurance as the most important dimensions. However, Tangibles was the least important 

dimension in the OG  whereas it ranked third in the GG. Comparing expectations between the two 

groups there was a statistical tendency for the GG to allocate higher expectations for the Tangible 

dimension (p=0.06) while the OG gave more importance to Assurance (p=0.07). 

 

Conclusions 

OG share many similarities with the GG regarding their expectations. However owners of cancer 

treated pets tend to give less importance to the Tangible dimension of the service (installations and 

equipment) and more importance to Assurance. Our results suggest that Veterinary oncologists 

should invest more in skills related to this dimension . 
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Introduction 

Intracranial meningioma is a common neoplasia of middle aged and older cats. Tumor classification 

based on grade and subtype and any possible association with magnetic resonance imaging have 

never been investigated. 

 

Methods 

Retrospective study of  cats with histopathologically confirmed meningiomas and complete clinical 

records. 

 

Results 

Seventeen cases of feline meningioma presented at the small animal hospital "i Portoni Rossi" 

between 2007 and 2009. Six cases only fitted the inclusion criteria. The majority of the cats were 

male neutered domestic shorthaired with a median age of 11 years.  The most frequent clinical 

signs were loss of menace and circling; the median duration of signs was 11 days. All cases had 

routine haematology and biochemistry panels. Five animals underwent a magnetic resonance 

investigation (MRI), while one was too sick to be anesthetized for further diagnostics and was 

euthanized. Five cats underwent surgical excision of the tumor and three of them survived and 

were free of clinical signs 10 months later. In all cases histopathology was consistent with 

meningioma grade I. Four cases had a transitional (mixed) subtype, the remaining two cases had 

one of each a fibroblastic, and a psammomatous subtype. One cat had two tumors (transitional 

meningioma and a metastatic carcinoma). No correlation was found between tumor subtype and 

MRI imaging features. 

 

Conclusions 

Feline meningiomas seem to be similar to human meningiomas with grade I being more frequent. 

The MRI images alone cannot predict the nature of tumor and tissue biopsy is required for 

determination of grade and subtype. 
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Introduction 

Equine squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) is the most common malignant tumour in equids. It 

predominantly affects the eyes and external genitalia. Currently, there is no universally effective 

therapy to cure this disease, partly because the aetiology of SCC is unknown. 

 

Methods 

Using molecular biological techniques, a novel equine papillomavirus termed EcPV-2 has been 

identified in equine genital SCC. Subsequently, 15 ocular and 19 genital SCCs, as well as 52 vaginal 

swabs and 37 smegma samples from healthy horses were screened for EcPV-2 DNA using ISH or 

PCR. For one patient, presence of viral RNA in tumour tissue and peripheral blood mononuclear 

cells (PBMC) was assessed by RT-PCR. 

 

Results 

EcPV-2 DNA was detected in 18/19 equine genital SCCs, with perilesional tissue testing negative, 

and in 2 ocular SCC metastases, yet absent from 11 conjunctival SCCs. Only 4/89 healthy horses 

scored positive, with one individual revealing vaginal cutaneous changes and another being co-

stabled with a SCC-affected pony. Sequencing of amplicons authenticated this data and revealed 

genetic E6 variants. Viral RNA was detected in both, PBMCs and SCC of a patient. 

 

Conclusions 

EcPV-2 DNA is consistently found in equine genital SCCs, and absent from perilesional tissue, 

conjunctival SCCs and the vast majority of samples derived from healthy horses. Demonstrated 

presence of EcPV-2 RNA in tumour tissue and PBMCs suggests that the virus is active and that 

infection includes a viremic phase as observed for BPV in horses and bovines. Our data indicate that 

EcPV-2 is causally involved in the pathogenesis of equine genital SCC. 
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Introduction 

Dogs with invasive urinary transitional cell carcinoma (TCC) have a poor prognosis. Systemic 

chemotherapy remains the standard treatment for invasive TCC; however, despite being partially 

effective initially, long-term survival is rarely achievable. In an attempt to improve outcome, we 

investigated a multimodal approach consisting of systemic chemotherapy and radiotherapy. 

 

Methods 

Dogs with cT2/3N0/1M0-TCC underwent neoadjuvant chemotherapy followed by radiotherapy and 

chemotherapy. Tumor response was assessed radiologically (ultrasound, CT). Primary endpoint was 

the assessment of toxicity associated with the combined modality treatment. Secondary endpoint 

was the initial evaluation of response rate and survival. 

 

Results 

Five client-owned dogs with T2N0M0-TCC were enrolled; all were assessable for toxicity and 

response rate. Four of them underwent neoadjuvant chemotherapy (gemcitabine [n=3], 

mitoxantrone [n=1]) and radiotherapy consisting of 12 fractions of 3.3 Gy each. One dog was 

irradiated at diagnosis. Two dogs required cystostomy. All dogs received adjuvant chemotherapy 

(carboplatin [n=4]; gemcitabine followed by carboplatin [n=1]). No significant toxicity based on 

VCOG and VRTOG was documented. All dogs responded to treatment, defined as reduction of 

tumor volume and symptom improvement. Two dogs died for tumor-related causes after 364 and 

576 days. Three dogs are still alive after 166, 178 and 122 days. 

 

Conclusions 

Systemic chemotherapy and radiotherapy are well tolerated by dogs with cT2-TCC, suggesting that 

this combined approach might be considered as primary treatment option for dogs without 

evidence of distant metastases. A longer follow-up and quality-of-life assessment remain essential 

for a better definition of selection criteria and long-term results of this strategy. 
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Introduction 

Breast cancer is the most frequent tumour in women, the first of all neoplasia occurring in bitches 

and the third in queens. Based on several aspects, feline and canine mammary carcinomas have 

been indicated as a good model for human breast cancer. 

 

Methods 

In this study we compared morphology and immunohistochemical markers expression of normal 

and tumoral mammary glands of pets. Two series of 80 queens and 80 bitches were included. 

Immunostaining targeted seven cytoplasmic filaments, p63, Ki-67, Her-2, and p53. Hormone 

receptors, E-cad and B-cat were analyzed in the feline samples, and MMPs in the canine ones. 

 

Results 

Feline carcinomas were frequently simple and aggressive; ductal tumours with a 

basal/myoepithelial component were also detected. Canine neoplasm were much more 

heterogeneous, with complex/mixed tumours highly represented. Within the canine group a new 

"carcinoma and malignant myoepithelioma" subtype was identified with an undifferentiated 

malignant basal/myoepithelial component. The normal mammary gland showed a species-specific 

distribution of the undifferentiated basal/myoepithelial compartment, being more confined to 

proximal ductal structures in the cat and more extensively distributed in the dog. Vimentin was 

expressed in feline luminal glandular component (normal and tumoral). Her-2, p53, hormone 

receptors and MMPs did not show prognostic significance. 

 

Conclusions 

These results allowed a better understanding of the role of the basal/myoepithelial and luminal 

component in development of feline "simple" aggressive and canine "complex" mammary tumours. 

Undifferentiated progenitor cells within the mammary gland are likely targets for malignant 

transformation and progression: identifying their role in cancerogenesis might contribute to 

development of targeted therapies. 
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Introduction 

Epithelial-Mesenchymal Transition (EMT) is a complex process involved in embryogenesis, 

carcinogenesis, metastasis and tumour recurrence. 

This complex process involves the upregulation or downregulation of transcription factors and 

epithelial and mesenchymal markers. In particular, the Transforming growth factor beta 1 (TGF-

beta1) pathway would appear crucial for EMT induction. 

 

Methods 

Feline breast cancer cells were grown in Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium (Invitrogen).  

Induction of EMT was mediated through incubation with TGF-B.  EMT was assessed by cell 

morphology, western blot analysis, sphere-forming capacity and by utilization of a standard 

invasion assay. 

 

Results 

Cells treated with TGF-beta showed a mesenchymal morphology and a visible increase in 

mesenchymal markers and transcriptional factors and a decrease in epithelial markers confirmed 

by western blot analysis.  TGF-B treated cells demonstrated greater ability to invade and, in wound 

healing assays, treated cells migrated faster than untreated cells, colonizing the wound.  Further, 

sphere forming ability of treated cells was greater than untreated cells. 

 

Conclusions 

Collectively, the data confirmed that feline breast cancer cells undergo EMT.  Further, cells that 

undergo EMT have cancer stem cell characteristics, suggesting that there is a close link between 

EMT and the stem cell phenotype. 
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Introduction 

Previously we have reported identification of feline breast cancer stem cells using sphere assays.  

Here we report the in vitro and in vivo characterization of these cells. Feline breast cancer is the 

third most commonly reported cancer in this species and is highly malignant, rapidly metastasizing 

and often fatal. The pathology and natural history of the disease is similar to that seen in woman 

and we argue here that naturally occurring breast cancer in cats may serve as a model system for 

future therapeutic studies with translational potential. 

 

Methods 

CSCs were isolated by mammosphere formation and magnetically cell sorting for CD133 surface 

marker. Expression of embryonic stem cell markers was determined RT PCR. To examine resistance 

to chemotherapy drugs and IR, we assayed for cell viability and colony forming ability. In vivo 

tumourigenicity was determined by injecting isolated cell populations into NOD-SCID mice and 

measuring tumour development. 

 

Results 

We isolated feline stem cells utilizing both sphere assay and CD133 sorting. Significantly we show in 

vivo that CSCs are high tumourigenic in a NOD-SCID mouse mode.  Further, we demonstrate 

significant resistance of these cells to radiation and conventional chemotherapeutic drugs 

compared to the bulk tumour population.  Western blot analysis of cells demonstrated that 

resistance mechanisms may be due to differences in DNA damage response pathways for these 

cells. 

 

Conclusions 

Here we describe the first steps to establishing a natural feline model system for cancer stem cells 

therapeutics through the identification and characterization of putative cancer stem cells in feline 

breast cancer. 
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Introduction 

Malignant pleural effusion (MPE) due to mammary carcinoma is associated with a short life 

expectancy in cats. The aim of the study was to evaluate the efficiency of intrapleural 

Cyclophosphamide and systemic chemotherapy with Taxoter in cats with MPE 

 

Methods 

18 cats with MPE due to mammary carcinoma. Group 1 (n=6) received intrapleural 

Cyclophosphamide in a dose of 250 mg/m2 once weekly. Group 2A (n=8) was treated with Taxoter 

in dose of 30 mg/m2 IV every 21 days. Group 2B (n=5) was treated with a IV combination of Taxoter 

in dose of 20 mg/m2 and Doxorubicin in dose of 20 mg/m2 . The response to the treatment was 

observed using standard WHO criteria. Cats were monitored weekly with chest radiographs. 

Median time to progression (MTP), survival time (ST), complete remission (CR), partial remission 

(PR), stabilization (S) and progression (P) were calculated. Objective response (OE) was CR and PR. 

 

Results 

In Group 1 all cats had disease progression, ST was 0,6 months.In Group 2 OE and P were 

documented 84.6% and 15.4% cases, respectively. CR was 53.8%, and PR was 30.8%. MTP and ST 

were 1,79 months and 2,8 months, respectively.In Group 2A OE was achieved in 100% cases (CR - 

62.5%; PR - 37.5%). In Group 2B OE was achieved in 60% cases (CR - 40.0%; PR - 20.0%), and P was 

observed in 40.0% cats. 

 

Conclusions 

Systemic chemotherapy with Taxoter increases median time to progression and life span in cats 

with MPE. 
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Introduction 

English cocker spaniels are known to exhibit an increased risk of the development of anal sac gland 

carcinoma (ASGC). Relative risk estimates of 4.9 to 11.0 are reported. ASGC is frequently metastatic 

and is expected to be terminal in many cases, with or without therapy. Management strategies 

focus on identification of affected cases early in the course of disease (secondary prevention) and 

amelioration of advanced disease (tertiary prevention). The purpose of this investigation is to seek 

to identify genes conferring risk of ASGC development in English cocker spaniels (ECS's) with a long-

term aim of developing a primary disease prevention strategy. 

 

Methods 

Blood was collected from 202 ECS cases and controls and DNA prepared. A genome wide 

association scan (>170k SNP array) was performed. After filtering and removal of outliers data from 

187 individuals were analysed for association between tumour status and genotype using a mixed 

model to correct for known relatedness of cases. 

 

Results 

Cases with complete pedigree information available were descended by 4 - 11 generations from a 

single animal. A single marker on chromosome 2 showed genome-wide significance, (p< 0.05 after 

Bonferroni correction) whilst loci on chromosomes 17, 21, 28 and 32 approached significance. 

 

Conclusions 

Significant differences between cases and controls have been identified in a small region of 

chromosome 2. The region provides candidate gene targets for further evaluation. Identification of 

a monogenic heritable element could enable development of genetic tests for cancer 

predisposition and viable primary cancer prevention strategies. 
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Introduction 

Canine mast cell tumours (MCT) frequently possess mutations in the KIT gene, causing constitutive 

activation of the tyrosine kinase receptor KIT, which promotes cell growth and proliferation. 

FC4ND6 is a naphthalene diimide derivative with potent activity against KIT-dependent human 

gastrointestinal stromal tumour (GIST) cell-lines.  FC4ND6 has a different mechanism of action to 

conventional tyrosine kinase inhibitors and shows efficacy against imatinib resistant GIST cell-lines.  

The drug stabilises quadruplex DNA formations, both in the KIT promoter, causing down-regulation 

of KIT expression and in telomeric DNA, inhibiting telomerase.  We hypothesised that FC4ND6 

would inhibit viability of C2 cells (canine MCT line) in vitro, by down-regulating KIT transcription and 

inducing apoptosis via BCL-2 down-regulation. 

 

Methods 

C2 mast cells were incubated with increasing concentration of FC4ND6 (0.01-2µM). After 4,18 and 

24 hours, MTT and caspase-9 assays were performed to assess cell viability and cell death by 

apoptosis respectively. The expression of KIT and BCL-2 mRNA was evaluated by RT-PCR. 

 

Results 

After 24 h exposure, C2 cells showed reduced viability and death by apoptosis at 1µM and 2µM 

concentrations, compared to untreated controls. The expression of KIT or BCL-2 mRNA did not 

appear to be reduced in C2 cells exposed to increasing concentrations of FC4ND6 at different time 

points. 

 

Conclusions 

These preliminary data suggest that FC4ND6 might be a useful drug for treating canine MCT, 

however the mechanism of cell death does not appear to involve suppression of KIT transcription or 

BCL-2 down-regulation. Future work will investigate telomerase inhibition. 
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Introduction 

Matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) are a family of enzymes responsible for a wide range of 

proteolytic events. Previously published studies provided evidence of their involvement in cancer 

invasion and metastases. Canine cutaneous mast cell tumor (MCT) is among the most common 

neoplasms in dogs. Despite this, only studies related to MMPs protein expression and catalytic 

activity (zymography) have been published so far. Thus, in the present study mRNA levels of most 

relevant MMPs, their specific inhibitors as well as the vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGFA) 

were measured in canine MCTs. 

 

Methods 

Canine MCTs surgical biopsies, their margins and control skin samples were considered. Tumors 

were classified according to Patnaik histological grading (grade I, II and III); mRNA levels of MMP2, -

9, -13, -14, TIMP-1, -2, -3, RECK, VEGFA and VEGF164 were measured by using canine specific 

assays, UPL probes and a quantitative Real Time RT-PCR approach. 

 

Results 

A significant, grading-dependent, increase of MMP9, MMP13, VEGFA and VEGF164 gene expression 

was noticed in MCTs; on the contrary, MMPs inhibitors (TIMP3 and RECK) showed an inhibitory 

trend, inversely correlated with the histological grading. 

 

Conclusions 

Present results suggested MMP9 and VEGFA as potential indicator of malignancy in MCT and 

confirmed their participation in tumor invasion, metastasis and angiogenesis. Furthermore, TIMP3 

and RECK lower mRNA amounts, noticed in aggressive MCTs, confirmed previous data found in 

human and other canine tumors. The confirmation of present results at the protein level, by means 

of immunohistochemistry and gel zymography, is actually in progress. 
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Introduction 

Feline mediastinal lymphoma has been associated with young age, positive FeLV status and a 

possible breed predisposition in Siamese cats historically.  Recent studies following widespread 

FeLV vaccination are lacking. This retrospective multi-institutional study aimed to assess recent UK 

data on signalment, retrovirus status, response to chemotherapy, survival and prognostic indicators 

in feline mediastinal lymphoma. 

 

Methods 

Clinical records of cats with clinical signs associated with a mediastinal mass and cytologically 

/histologically confirmed lymphoma were reviewed from 5 UK referral centres (1998-2010). 

Treatment response, survival and prognostic indicators were assessed in treated cats with follow up 

data. 

 

Results 

Fifty five cases were reviewed.  The median age was 3y (range 0.5-12y), with 42 male and 13 female 

cats; 12 (21.8%) were Siamese.  Five cats were FeLV positive, 2 FIV positive.  Overall treatment 

response was 94.7%, (36 out of 38 cats). Complete and partial responses were not significantly 

different between protocols: COP (n=26, CR 61.5%, PR 34%); Madison-Wisconsin (MW) (n=12, CR 

66.7%, PR 25%); previous glucocorticoid treatment did not affect response.  Survival data was 

available in 36 treated cats: overall median survival was 132 days [COP 367d; MW 68d (p=0.216)].  

Cats achieving CR survived longer than PR (484d versus 35d, p=0.001).  Age, location (mediastinal 

versus mediastinal plus other sites), retrovirus status and glucocorticoid pre-treatment did not 

affect survival. 

 

Conclusions 

Young cats, males and Siamese were frequently represented amongst feline mediastinal lymphoma 

cases (although the age range was wide); few were FeLV or FIV positive.  Complete response to 

chemotherapy was an important prognostic indicator for increased survival. 
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Introduction 

Canine lymphoma is a commonly occurring, spontaneously developing neoplasia being suggested as 

an appropriate model for human non-Hodgkin´s lymphoma. High Mobility Group Protein A (HMGA) 

overexpression has been reported to be associated with human non-Hodgkin´s lymphoma, the 

aggressive phase of human follicular lymphoma, human mantle cell lymphomas, and Burkitt´s 

lymphoma. Further, in transgenic mice induction of HMGA overexpression was described to be 

associated with the development of NK-cell lymphomas while heterozygous and homozygous 

HMGA knock-out mice were reported to developed hematopoietic malignancies as B-cell 

lymphomas. In previous studies we analyzed the HMGA expression in canine lymphomas finding a 

significant up-regulation of HMGA1 in B-cell lymphomas. While HMGA expression was well 

characterized in these neoplasias HMGB1 expression has not been focused that intesively. 

However, in humans HMGB1 was reported to be overexpressed in non-Hodgkin´s lymphomas. 

 

Methods 

Herein we analyzed the gene expression patterns of HMGB1 and its receptor RAGE in a set 22 

canine lymphoma patients and three healthy dogs using quantitative real time PCR. 

 

Results 

We found a significant up regulation of HMGB1 in the neoplastic samples while the RAGE 

expression remained inconspicuous. 

 

Conclusions 

Our results showed, that besides the HMGAs the sister protein HMGB1 is associated with canine 

lymphoma. However, the expression of the HMGB1 receptor RAGE remained stable suggesting that 

the deregulation affects only HMGB1 as ligand of RAGE and not the receptor itself. 
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Introduction 

Recent studies have led to the identification of a small population of cancer stem cells (CSCs) in 

several human neoplasms. These CSCs are able to generate tumor when inoculated in NOD/SCID 

mice.This evidence has pioneered the analysis of new therapeutic approaches, to target the CSCs in 

a tumor mass.The aim of our research is to evaluate the effect of  gefitinib and erlotinib, EGFR 

tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs), on CSCs derived from canine hormone-dependent cancers. 

 

Methods 

After immuno-magnetic isolation to deplete fibroblast contamination, CSC cultures, obtained from 

two mammary carcinomas and one seminoma, were grown in a stem selective medium, which 

contained EGF and bFGF.The cultures were characterized by immunofluorescence for  the 

identification of EGFR and CD44, a specific stem cell marker.Citotoxicity was evaluated by MTT 

assay, after cell treatment with gefitinib and erlotinib (5µM) for 24h. 

 

Results 

Under selective growth conditions, CSCs formed non-adherent spheroids.However, after 

replacement of EGF and bFGF with fetal calf serum (10%), the cells adhered to the plastic support 

and changed their morphology, showing the ability to give rise to different cell phenotypes.Short-

term treatment with EGFR TKIs induced significant cytotoxic effects on both CSC types, with 

seminoma-derived CSCs showing a higher susceptibility. 

 

Conclusions 

Our data support the hypothesis that spontaneous canine hormone-dependent tumors are an 

excellent study model to investigate the activity of innovative anti-neoplastic drug. In addition, the 

anti-proliferative effects observed in canine CSCs validate the feasibility of this in vitro model for 

the evaluation of target-specific compounds. 
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Introduction 

A small molecule complex (Aminoact) is a natural peptide mixture with multi-kinase inhibitory 

effects against epidermal growth factor receptor and insulin-like growth factor receptor-1. It  

lowers serum TNF-alpha,increase superoxide dismutase enzyme activity, and causes apopsotis in 

cancer cell lines. This study was designed to first assess safety and secondly the efficacy of three 

dosage levels of AX-3 in sustaining progression free survival (PFS) for dogs with cancer. 

 

Methods 

The prospective, open label study included dogs of different breeds with histologically confirmed 

malignancies. The first 13 dogs received Aminoact at 1g/m2; the second group of 7 dogs 

subsequently received the same dosage + 350 mg of Aminoact; and the third group of dogs 

subsequently received 2g/m2. Each dog was treated orally daily for six weeks along with 550 mg 

betaine HCl, that aids in peptide absorption.  All patients were evaluated for toxicity using the 

VCOG-CTCAE and efficacy using the RECIST criteria via assessment of clinical parameters, blood 

work and client questionnaires. 

 

Results 

No toxicity other than mild, transient (grade I) nausea was noted, nor were there any changes in 

hemograms or biochemical profiles in any patient.   Dogs with tumors that were confirmed as 

responders (>50% reduction in size) include pulmonary adenocarcinoma, mast cell tumor, 

trichoepithelioma and  soft tissue sarcoma.  It appears in limited studies that the response rate may 

be more durable at higher dosages. 

 

Conclusions 

The response to Aminoact  is dose dependent and only transient mild toxicity was observed.  

Further clinical studies will be valuable in determining the effective dosage and response duration. 
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Introduction 

Oral squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) is the second most common oral neoplasia in dogs. Surgery and 

radiotherapy are treatments of choice to achieve local control. Because of rapid repopulation of 

SCC tumor cells, an improved response rate and survival time might be seen when the dose of 

radiation is applied rapidly. 

 

Methods 

A 9 day accelerated radiation protocol with concomitant carboplatin was used in 2 dogs with caudal 

maxillary and tonsillar SCC. Fourteen fractions of 3.5 Gy were administered over 9 days with two 

treatments being given per day with a 6 hour break between treatments. Carboplatin (300 mg/m2) 

was fractionatedly delivered on days 1,3,5,7. Staging for maxillary SCC proved local disease only, 

while tonsillar SCC showed regional lymph node spread. Masitinib was added to tonsillar case. 

 

Results 

Complete response was achieved 4 weeks after radiotherapy in the maxillary case and DFI for is 

now 2 months.  A good initial response was noticed at conclusion of radiotherapy in tonsillar case 

at the time of writing. Acute reactions in skin were grade 1 and in oral mucosa grade 2 for the 

maxillary case and grade 0 for the tonsillar case as of yet. No toxicities ascribed to carboplatin were 

noticed. Late reactions may develop in both cases. 

 

Conclusions 

Nonresectable oral SCC tumors are candidates for radiation therapy. Use of an accelerated 

radiation protocol with concomitant carboplatin is a promising method for the treatment of canine 

oral SCC. Treatment response was good and the therapy was well tolerated with limited toxicities 

observed. 
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Introduction 

Recommendations for the management of canine soft tissue sarcomas (cSTS's) issue from academic 

institutions and specialist practice. However, the majority of cSTS's are managed in first opinion 

practice. These tumours may be more low grade and require different management strategies. The 

purpose of this retrospective study was to determine the long term outcome for a large number of 

cSTS's managed in first opinion practice. 

 

Methods 

Using a previously tested questionnaire, data were acquired for all cSTS cases diagnosed by Abbey 

Veterinary Services during 2003. Questionnaires were sent to the submitting veterinarians 

requesting details about the tumour, pre-operative evaluations, surgery performed, vital status and 

cause of death. Death from tumour and local recurrence were defined end points for the study. 

Survival characteristics were calculated using Kaplan-Meier and logrank methods. 

 

Results 

490 questionnnaires contained adequate information for analysis making this the largest study 

available on soft tissue sarcoma; median follow-up duration was 33 months. Marginal or local 

excision (<3cm) was performed in 88% of cases. Survival times were prolonged (MST = 785 days) 

with 70% proportional survival at 72 months. The extent of resection performed did not influence 

survival outcome. There was a significant influence of tumour grade (p=0.0014), location (p=0.033), 

size (p=0.0015) and tumour fixation to tissues (p=0.0042) on survival. 

 

Conclusions 

Survival following surgery for cSTS in first opinion practice is good, and extensive surgery does not 

confer a survival advantage. Advice to first opinion practitioners should be changed to reflect the 

subpopulation of tumour under their care. 
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Introduction 

STS are locally invasive tumours with low metastatic potential. In cases where curative excision is 

not achieved, adjuvant radiotherapy increases local control. Side effects can occur as a result of 

damage to the surrounding normal tissues, limiting total dose, as well as the dose per fraction. Side 

effects are divided into acute and late effects. Late effects, occurring in slowly dividing tissues, are 

more serious. Incidence of late effects using a hypofractionated radiation therapy protocol is of 

interest, since the dose per fraction is relatively high and is considered to confer increased risk of 

normal tissue damage. 

 

Methods 

A retrospective study of patients that underwent hypofractionated radiotherapy following 

resection of STS. 

 

Results 

81 dogs underwent surgical excision of STS with narrow or dirty surgical margins. Adjuvant 

radiation therapy was carried out following surgical wound healing. All patients received a total of 4 

treatments of 8-9 Gray per treatment on a once a week basis.A total of 8 patients experienced late 

radiation effects. The late toxicities included fractures (3), an oronasal fistula (1), a non-healing 

wound (2) and Keratoconjunctivitis sicca (1). There was also a single patient with papillomatosis 

restricted to the treatment site.Incidence of late toxicity in the cohort of patients was 9.9% during 

the follow-up period. 

 

Conclusions 

Hypofractionated radiation therapy is well tolerated. Incidence of late toxicity appears to be low on 

the basis of this study. Clients should be counselled regarding these risks when adjuvant radiation 

therapy is recommended. 
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Introduction 

Local skin flaps are basic and useful reconstructive techniques in the hands of surgical oncologist. 

They represent elevated sections of skin with the base of the flap providing vascular circulation 

through the subdermal plexus following transfer. They can be classified as either advancement or 

rotating flaps. The transposition flap, belonging to the rotating group, is considered the most useful 

among them. It is a geometrically rectangular flap transposed within 90 degrees of the defects axis. 

Compared to other local flaps, it brings new loose skin to the defect and creates a secondary defect 

necessitating closure. While useful in many different body areas, the transposition flap is particular 

useful for defects of the distal limb. 

 

Methods 

Transposition flaps were  used on 87 occasions to close defects on the head, trunk, base of the tail 

and, more frequently, limbs. Procedures consisted of assessment of lines of tension, availability of 

loose neighbouring skin and flap geometry outline. They were developed parallel to lines of 

greatest tension, which allowed the donor site to be closed more easily as tension lines were 

perpendicular to the suture line. On limbs, a flap was always planned proximal to the defect. 

Broadening of the base improved flap survival. 

 

Results 

Postoperative complications were  minimised with careful planning of the flap geometry and 

meticulous technique.  Distal end necrosis, seromas and partial dehiscence were noticed in 7% of 

procedures. 

 

Conclusions 

Transposition flaps are a useful technique to close different tumor excisional defects, particularly 

for distal limb defects. 
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Introduction 

Thromboembolic events (TE) are frequently associated with neoplastic conditions in dogs. These 

complications are associated with a high mortality rate, and their diagnosis could be challenging. 

 

Methods 

Dogs presented at the Oncovet center in which severe neoplastic disease was identified were 

prospectively recruited for measurement of D-dimers. Short-term survival was assessed, with a 

distinction according to outcome (survival or unexplained sudden death potentially related to TE). 

 

Results 

At least one D-dimer value (DDV) measurement was available in 149 dogs: 58 presented with 

lymphoma and leukemia (DDV of 1.1 +/-2.1 mg/L), 27 with hemangiosarcoma (1.6+/-1.8 mg/L), 26 

with miscellaneous carcinoma (0.6+/-0.5 mg/L), 13 with mast cell tumors (0.5+/-0.6 mg/L), 12 with 

histiocytic sarcoma (1.6+/-4.1 mg/L), and 13 with miscellaneous sarcoma (0.75+/-2.1). No 

significant difference in DDV was found according to disease nature. In dogs with lymphoma, DDV 

was not significantly different according to clinical stage and immunotype, but was significantly 

higher in dog with substage b compared to substage a (0.4+/-0.3 VS 1.7+/-2.8 mg/L, p=0.04). In 

dogs with solid tumors, DDV was significantly higher in dogs with metastastic disease than in dogs 

with isolated tumor (1.4+/-2.4 VS 0.4+/-0.4 mg/L, p=0.01). Among dog receiving no 

thromboprophylactic treatment, dogs that died suddenly presented with D-dimer values 

significantly higher compared to survivor dogs (4.2±4.9 mg/L versus 0.3± 

 

Conclusions 

Thrombosis might be an important component of disease severity in dogs with substage b 

lymphoma and metastatic disease, and D-dimer might be an useful tool to identify and follow-up 

animals that will benefit of thromboprophylcatic treatment. 
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Introduction 

The combination of superparamagnetic iron oxide (SPIO) nanoparticles with magnetic resonance 

imaging (MRI) offers great potential for non-invasive in vivo cellular imaging as tool for cancer 

studies using cell lines or immune system related cells. SPIO nanoparticles have the advantage to be 

clinically approved, non-toxic and non-radioactive. These benefits in combination with MRI can be 

used in animal models for in vivo visualisation of SPIO-labelled implanted tumour cells. In some 

tumour therapy strategies modified cells as e.g. engineered dendritic cells are used to enhance the 

immune system reaction for tumour defence. To characterise the migration behaviour in vivo, SPIO-

labelled cells can be detected effectively. 

 

Methods 

For in vitro detection limit determination, different numbers of SPIO-labelled cells (canine 

mammary cell line, canine prostate-carcinoma cell line, canine dendritic cells) were embedded in 

tissue-simulating agar-agar matrices and scanned with 1.0 T or 7.0 T MRI. All cells were co-cultured 

for 24h at standard conditions in media containing 130 µg/ml SPIO. Prussian blue staining was 

performed to visualise the cellular iron uptake. For in vivo detection 100.000 SPIO-labelled cells 

were injected into NOD-SCID mice and scanned with 7.0 T MRI. 

 

Results 

In vitro detection limit was determined at 50.000 to 100.000 labelled cells in 1.0 T MRI and 25.000 

cells in 7.0 T MRI. In vivo detection showed clear signals of 100.000 implanted SPIO-labelled cells. 

 

Conclusions 

MRI in combination with SPIO is valuable for non-invasive, non-toxic in vivo cell-tracking helping to 

elucidate the migration characteristics of implanted cells in tumour models or tumour therapy 

strategies. 
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Introduction 

Alterations of the p53 gene have variously been studied in ISAS based on immunohistochemical, 

mutational and loss of heterozygosity (LOH) analyses. Data on correlations of these alterations with 

outcome base on small numbers of animals and are not unequivocal. This retrospective study 

provides data from a collective of cats treated with surgery and adjuvant curative radiotherapy. 

 

Methods 

Mutational analysis of exons 5 to 8 of the p53 gene was done using PCR and direct sequencing with 

DNA extracted from formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded tumour tissue from 51 treated cases of 

ISAS. Nuclear reactivity for p53 was assessed immunohistochemically on tissue arrays containing 

tumour cores from all cats using a novel monoclonal (clone P6/5) and a commercially available 

polyclonal (CM-1) antibody. A survival analysis was performed to explore correlations between 

occurrence of p53 mutations or immunoreactivity with progression free interval (PFI) or survival. 

 

Results 

Mutational analysis was possible in 40 tumours, 6 cases yielded a coding mutation, 34 cases yielded 

wild type p53. A substantial agreement  (k>0.61) was found between mutational analysis and 

immunohistochemistry with any of the antibodies used. Survival analysis showed no significant 

association between presence of a mutation in exon 5 to 8 of the p53 gene, or immunoreactivity for 

p53, and survival or PFI. 

 

Conclusions 

The data suggest that alterations of the P53 gene as determined by mutational analysis or by 

immunohistochemistry are not predictive of outcome in cats with ISAS treated with surgery and 

adjuvant curative radiotherapy. Preliminary results indicate that this is also true for LOH. 
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Introduction 

How tyrosine kinase inhibitors will be integrated into standard chemotherapy protocols for canine 

mast cell tumours (MCT) has yet to be determined. This study, ranging over 22 months, investigates 

masitinib incorporation in first-line and rescue therapy of canine cutaneous MCTs. 

 

Methods 

44 dogs with incompletely removed, non-resectable and/or metastasized cutaneous MCT received 

masitinib in a variety of settings:A: masitinib sole (n=9): 2 gr-II, 4 gr-III, 3 gr-unknown. B: 

masitinib/prednisolon (n=13): 1 gr-I c-KIT mutated, 4 gr-II, 5 gr-III, 3 gr-unknown.C: 

masitinib/prednisolon, plus vinblastine and/or lomustine (n=13): 7 gr-II, 5 gr-III, 1 gr-unknown. D: 

chemo-resistant masitinib rescue (n=9): 4gr-II, 5 gr-III. Survival analyses were performed by Kaplan 

Meier Product limit method. 

 

Results 

28 dogs achieved CR, 6 PR, 6 SD, 4 PD. c-KIT status was known in 9 MCTs: 7 mutated achieved CR, 2 

wild-type SD. 17 dogs remain alive (143-631 days; 8 off treatment). There were 19 tumour-related 

and 1 treatment-related deaths, 7 died from unrelated causes. The MSTs for the treatment groups 

were: A: 128 days (4 CR; 1/9 alive)B: not reached (10 CR; 9/13 alive)C: not reached (9 CR; 6/13 

alive)D: 79 days (5 CR; 1/9 alive for 434 days)MST for cases achieving CR was not reached, with 1 

year survival probability 0.73 (p=0.0001), irrespective of grade or group. One year survival 

probability of non-Complete Responders was 0. 

 

Conclusions 

Completeness of remission, not grade or protocol, was the most significant prognostic factor for 

MST following masitinib integrated protocols for canine naïve and drug-resistant MCTs. 
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Introduction 

Carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA, CEACAM5) is a soluble or membrane bound tumor marker in 

humans. Anti-human CEACAM5 antibody Col-1 has previously been applied for diagnosis of canine 

cancer although no CEACAM5 homologue, but only CEA receptor (CEAR) has been found in the 

canine genome. Our aim was to investigate the canine target molecule of Col-1. 

 

Methods 

To relate Col-1 target with CEAR expression, immunohistochemistry was accomplished in tissue 

samples from canine mammary carcinoma patients. Western blotting and flow cytometry were 

performed in canine mammary and human colon carcinoma cell lines. Canine cells were transfected 

with six candidates of canine CEACAM1-related molecules. To evaluate effects of Col-1 on cell 

growth inhibition and interference of cell signaling pathways, EZ4U Cell Proliferation assay and 

Immunoblots against AKT/MAPK were carried out. 

 

Results 

In 23/30 tissue samples of canine mammary carcinoma patients positive immunoreactivity of Col-1 

and in 10/10 CEAR staining could be detected. In 2/4 canine cancer cell lines Col-1 revealed a 

protein band at 60 kDa and intracellular Col-1 binding via flow cytometry. CEAR was detectable in 

all samples by immunoblotting. None of the six tested canine CEACAM transfectants were 

recognized by Col-1. No significant cell growth inhibition was found, but AKT phosphorylation 

differed between species upon Col-1 incubation. 

 

Conclusions 

We conclude that a specific Col-1 target unrelated to the canine CEACAM1 family is expressed 

intracellularly in canine mammary carcinoma cells. Facing the lack of a direct CEACAM5 homologue 

in dog the identity of the ligand of canine CEAR remains to be defined. 
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Introduction 

FGFRs and their splice variants play important roles in malignant tranformation of several human 

epithelial tumors. However, little is known about FGFRs in disease progression in human or canine 

soft tissue sarcomas (STSs). The aim of this study was to investigate comparatively which FGFRs are 

expressed in STSs and their role in cell survival. 

 

Methods 

The expression of FGFR 1-5 and their IIIb/IIIc splice variants were evaluated by real-time qRT-PCR in 

13 spontanous canine STS, and canine (n=3) and human (n=5) STSs cell lines. Specimens were 

collected in RNAlater. RNA was isolated by RNEasy Fibrous Tissue Kit. Cell lines were treated with 

dominant-negative FGFR1, 3 and 4 recombinant adenoviral expression constructs. Survival was 

analysed by phase-contrast microscopy and by MTT assay. A FGFR2 IIIb/c reporter was established 

as an in vitro cell model to detect alternative splicing by fluorescence microscopy. 

 

Results 

Available human primer sequences were adapted and validated for SYBR RT-PCR. All FGFRs and 

splice variants were indentified in vivo and in vitro. Preliminary results demonstrated elevated 

FGFR1-IIIc transcript levels in vivo. This corresponded in vitro to decreased cell survival after 

inhibition of FGFR1. No effect was seen with downregulation of FGFR3 and 4. Further, the splicing 

reporter system for FGFR2 revealed expression of the IIIc transcript in human and canine cell lines. 

 

Conclusions 

Canine STS express FGFRs and FGFR1-3 mesenchymal splice variant IIIc is preferentially expressed. 

Future research is needed to investigate if certain FGFRs might predict tumor behavior and could be 

used as potential therapeutic targets. 
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Introduction 

Perianal or hepatoid glands adenomas (PGA) are the most common perianal tumours in male dogs. 

At clinical presentation, androgen receptors are present in a 100% of the cases. Orchiectomy 

induces partial or complete regression of the tumours. However dogs with PGA are frequently 

geriatrics and suffer concomitant diseases that may compromise the safety of the surgery. 

Deslorelin is a GnRH agonist commercialized as subcutaneous implants. The purpose of this study 

was to evaluate the clinical response of PGA to a single subcutaneous implant of deslorelin (GnRH 

agonist). 

 

Methods 

Nine dogs with PGA diagnosed either cytologically (n=8) or histopathologically (n=1) were treated 

with a subcutaneous implant of 4.7 mg of deslorelin (Suprelorin®, Virbac). Calliper measurement of 

the largest diameter of the tumours were taken before (day 1) and after (days 45, 90 and 180) the 

treatment. Reductions in tumour size were registered as clinical response (ClinR) (RECIST, Therasse 

et al 2000). Variations in plasma testosterone (days 1, 45, 90 and 180) served as control. 

 

Results 

Partial ClinR (30% size reduction from baseline) was observed in 50% of the cases at 90 days (n=8) 

while complete ClinR (complete disappearance of the tumour) was observed in 50% of the cases at 

180 days (n=6). All responding tumours measured less than 4cm. 

 

Conclusions 

Subcutaneous implants of deslorelin induce complete remission in at least 50% of dogs suffering 

PGA.  Therefore, this medical treatment could be considered as an alternative to orchiectomy 

especially in multi-pathological dogs.  

 

Acknowledgements: P07-CVI-02559 Research Project & Virbac SA 12008023 Research Contract. 
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Introduction 

Canine lymphoma is the most common spontaneously occurring hematopoietic neoplasia in dogs, 

closely resembling non-Hodgkin's lymphoma (NHL) in humans. Cell lines derived from these 

spontaneous tumors could serve as a research tool for cancer cell biology and anti-cancer drug 

development. Here we characterize the B-cell lymphoma cell line CLBL-1 as a xenotransplant model 

for canine lymphoma in mice. 

 

Methods 

1 x 106 cells were injected i.v. in the tail vein of Rag2-/-[gamma]c-/- mice. After 3.5 weeks the mice 

were sacrificed because of severe clinical signs. Blood, bone marrow, spleen and liver were 

analysed using cytology, immunohistochemistry(IHC) and flow cytometry(FCM). Previous studies 

had shown that CLBL-1 cells express CD45, MHCII, and CD79a but not CD5 and therefore the 

expression of CD5, CD45 and MHCII was studied by FCM whereas samples were analyzed for CD79a 

in sections by IHC to confirm the presence of donor cells (CLBL-1) in the respective organs. 

 

Results 

CLBL-1 cells were highly tumorigenic in Rag2-/-[gamma]c-/- mice (100% penetrance), which showed 

fatigue, abdominal distension and lameness of hind legs. The acute lymphoma-like disease strongly 

affected the liver, spleen and bone marrow, showing positive staining for CD79a by IHC in these 

organs. FCM analysis confirmed the presence of CD45+MHCII+ cells in bone marrow (68.6%) and 

spleen (7.2%). 

 

Conclusions 

Since canine lymphomas share many clinical and molecular properties with NHL in people, these 

data on the tumorigenicity in mice identify the CLBL-1 cell line as a model for translational and 

comparative lymphoma research in dogs and humans. 
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Introduction 

Non-invasive multimodality imaging can potentially provide prognostic information and serve as a 

basis for future biologically adapted therapies. The aim of this study was to non-invasively assess 

the spatial correlation between blood flow, blood volume and permeability (DCE-pCT), glycolytic 

activity (FDG PET/CT), and the accumulation patterns of the promising hypoxia PET tracer 64Cu-

(diacetyl-bis(N4-methylthiosemicarbazone)) (Cu-ATSM) in canine tumors. 

 

Methods 

Six dogs with soft tissue sarcomas, and three with carcinomas were included in the study. FDG 

PET/CT was performed on day 1, 64Cu-ATSM PET/CT on day two and three, approx. 3 and 24 hours 

pi. (one dog 60 min pi.). DCE-pCT after the day two Cu-ATSM scan. Two dogs had additional scans 

performed in conjunction with radiation therapy. All images were rigidly coregistered and the 

correlation between FDG and 64CU-ATSM and DCE-pCT images assessed by voxel-by-voxel analysis. 

 

Results 

The spatial distribution pattern of 64Cu-ATSM between scans was positively correlated to FDG, 

whereas the correlation of CT perfusion parameters to FDG and 64Cu-ATSM yielded varying results. 

64Cu-ATSM distribution patterns on scans performed on two consecutive days displayed moderate 

to strong correlation, however two tumors displayed delayed accumulation of 64Cu-ATSM in hypo-

perfused regions. 

 

Conclusions 

The observed correlation between Cu-ATSM and FDG accumulation patterns indicate that FDG 

accumulation could be linked to hypoxia-induced upregulation of glycolytic genes. There were weak 

indications of decreased blood perfusion in regions with high FDG and Cu-ATSM uptake. Based on 

our findings longer uptake periods for Cu-ATSM PET imaging might be indicated in hypo-perfused 

tumors. 
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Introduction 

Large granular lymphocyte (LGL) leukaemia is a clonal population of circulating lymphocytes that 

contain intracytoplasmic azurophilic granules. Previous Immunophenotyping studies have shown 

that canine LGLs are T-cytotoxic lymphocytes or natural killer cells, whose origin is believed to be 

splenic.Biological behaviour, treatment and prognosis of LGL leukaemia have been reported to be 

variable and no standard of care has been established in dogs.  This case series documents clinico-

pathological features and outcomes of dogs with LGL leukaemia. 

 

Methods 

Records of dogs presented to the QMHA between 2003 and 2010 were searched. Dogs were 

included in the study if a diagnosis of LGL leukaemia was made cytologically. 

 

Results 

Four dogs met the inclusion criteria. The median LGL count was 72.8x109/l (range 28.7-101x109/l). 

Marked cytopenias were not observed. Immunophenotyping was available in 3 dogs and confirmed 

cytotoxic T-cells. Splenic FNAs revealed LGL infiltration in all cases. Bone marrow biopsy was 

available in one dog and showed no evidence of neoplasia. Three dogs were tested for Erlichia 

canis; results were negative. One dog with confirmed LGL leukaemia had concurrent multicentric B-

cell lymphoma and received a CHOP-based protocol. No response was observed and euthanasia 

was performed. One dog failed chlorambucil chemotherapy but LGLs reduced dramatically 

following lomustine (60mg/m2 q3 weeks). This dog remained in remission for 6 months and was 

euthanized due to deterioration of a concurrent disease. The remaining two dogs were not treated 

and were lost to follow-up. 

 

Conclusions 

This study confirmed the clinico-pathological features of canine LGL leukaemia and documented an 

individual response to lomustine. 
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Introduction 

Locally advanced mammary tumors in dogs have a high recurrent potential after surgery. The aim 

of the study was to investigate the efficacy and toxicity of preoperative treatment with Doxorubicin 

and a combination of Doxorubicin and Taxol in dogs with locally advanced mammary tumors. 

 

Methods 

23 dogs with inoperable mammary tumors received chemotherapy prior to surgery given as a IV 

infusion every 21 days. Group 1 (n=12) received Doxorubicin (20 mg/m2) and Taxol (20 mg/m2). 

Group 2 (n=11) received Doxorubicin (30 mg/m2). Efficacy and toxicity were evaluated according to 

WHO criteria. Complete response (CR), partial response (PR), stabilization (S) and progression (P) 

were estimated. Objective response (OR) was CR and PR. Histological response to preoperative 

chemotherapy (high, medium, low grade) was documented according to changes in tumor 

architecture and rate of necrotic focuses. 

 

Results 

In Group 1 OR was achieved in 67.0% cases (CR - 8.3%; PR - 58.7%) and S - in 33.0%. High grade 

histological response had 33.8% tumors. In all cases operability of the tumors was reached. Median 

time to progression was 9.8 months. 9 dogs had clinically relevant gastrointestinal toxicity.In Group 

2 OR was achieved in 36.0% cases (CR - 9.0%; PR - 27.0%), S - in 46.0% and P - in 18.0%. High grade 

histological response was not achieved. The operability was reached in 45.5% cases. Median time 

to progression was 5.0 months. 

 

Conclusions 

The combination of Taxol and Doxorubicin may be recommended as a preoperative treatment in 

dogs with inoperable mammary carcinoma. 
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Introduction 

Lymphoma is the most common haematopoietic cancer in veterinary medicine and carries a 

guarded prognosis, particularly in some dog breeds. We report the signalment, clinical presentation 

and outcome of 9 Dogues de Bordeaux with multicentric lymphoma presented to the University of 

Liverpool over a 2 year period. 

 

Methods 

The clinical records of 9 dogs were reviewed. 

 

Results 

The median age of the dogs was 3 years (range 1-4 years). 5 dogs were diagnosed by biopsy and 

had T cell lymphoma confirmed immunohistochemically. 4 dogs were diagnosed cytologically; in 3 

the cytological features were consistent with T cell lymphoma. Histology or cytology from 8/9 dogs 

indicated high grade disease.  8 dogs were WHO stage 4 and 1 was stage 5 at presentation. 7/9 

dogs were severely hypercalcaemic at presentation and all dogs were substage b. 5 dogs had serum 

thymidine kinase measured at diagnosis and in all it was within normal limits. 6 dogs were treated 

with an L-CHOP protocol +/- rescue therapy with a generally poor response. The median survival 

time for all dogs was 115 days (range 0-210 days). This is considerably lower than historical 

controls. 

 

Conclusions 

In this breed, multicentric lymphoma occurred in young dogs, was typically high grade and T cell 

immunophenotype. Hypercalcemia and clinical signs of illness at presentation were common. 

Overall the response to chemotherapy was poor and survival times were disappointing.  Genetic 

studies and analysis of cases from other parts of the country would be interesting to further study 

the disease in this breed. 
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Introduction 

The important role that the PI3K/Akt/mTOR signaling pathway plays in the regulation of cell 

growth, survival and protein synthesis in normal cells and human cancer has made it a promising 

therapeutic target. Herein, we sought to determine the role of this pathway in canine 

tumorogenesis. 

 

Methods 

Five canine tumour cell lines, derived from a variety of canine tumour types, were analysed by 

western blot for the integrity of the PI3/AKT/MTOR pathway.  Subsequently, cells were treated with 

inhibitors targeting the PI3K/Akt/ mTOR pathways, namely Wortmannin and ZSTK474 (pan-PI3K 

inhibitor), KP372-1 (Akt inhibitor) and Rapamycin (mTOR inhibitor). In addition, we analysed the 

effects of using these inhibitors alone or in combination with chemotherapeutic drugs.  The effects 

were monitored using cell viability assays and western blot analyses. 

 

Results 

All canine cell lines were highly sensitive to ZSTK474, reducing cell viability by 80% at doses of 10 

µM ((micro-Molar).  However, whilst there was a variable response to Wortmannin, KP372-1 and 

Rapamycin were observed to efficiently and completely suppress the viability of tumour cells at 

nanomolar and micromolar concentrations, respectively. Western blotting analyses demonstrated 

that ZSTK474 had a more potent effect on inhibition of PI3K activity than Wortmannin. Further, we 

demonstrate that some inhibitors are synergistic with Doxorubicin in causing cell death. 

 

Conclusions 

We have demonstrated that the PI3K/Akt/mTOR signaling pathway is critical in the regulation of 

the growth and survival of certain canine cancer cell lines. Further, inhibition of these pathways, in 

combination with conventional drug treatment, may offer therapeutic benefit. 
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Introduction 

HMGA genes are involved in a variety of cellular regulating processes being barely detectable in 

adult differentiated cells. In several human and canine malignant neoplasias the HMGA2 gene is 

found to be re-expressed showing a correlation between expression level and malignant 

potential.MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are key-players in gene expression regulation. Consequently, 

aberrant miRNA expression was described to be involved in tumour genesis. Recent work showed 

that translation of HMGA2 is blocked through the mature let-7 miRNA- ribosome induced silencing 

complex (RISC). Further, ectopic expression of let-7 reduced HMGA2 translation and cell 

proliferation in human lung cancer and uterine leiomyomas.Aim of this work was to construct 

expression vectors for down regulation of canine HMGA2  by ectopic expression of let-7a miRNAs. 

 

Methods 

AAV-293 cells were transfected with the vector pEP-hsa-let-7a-2, a modified vector version, where 

the human let-7a2 pricursor sequence in the pEP-hsa-let-7a-2 vector was replaced by the canine 

let-7a2 pricursor and a third vector bearing an artificial let-7a miRNA precursor. Following, the 

induced effects were analysed using relative quantitative Real-time PCR measurement of HMGA2 

gene and let-7a miRNA expression and HMGA2 specific Western Blots. 

 

Results 

Let-7a expression in pEP-hsa-let-7a2 transfected AAV-293 cells was up regulated and the HMGA2 

down regulated. Transfection of AAV-293 with the three vector constructs showed down regulation 

of HMGA2. 

 

Conclusions 

Our constructed vectors could be a useful tool to down regulate the HMGA2 expression first in vitro 

and thus provide a potential tool for following in vivo experiments. 
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Introduction 

The objective of this prospective study was to record response, survival and toxicity for dogs with 

lymphoma treated with a Dose Intensifying Simultaneous Chemotherapy (DISC) protocol. 

 

Methods 

After administration of L-Asparaginase, vincristine, cyclophosphamide and doxorubicin were given 

simultaneous intravenously on a weekly basis with a planned total treatment time of 13 weeks. 

Starting dose level was 33% of standard dose for each drug and increased by 5 to 7% if grade 1 

toxicity or less were seen to a maximum dose level of 65%. 

 

Results 

Twenty-six dogs were enrolled. Overall remission rate was 85% (n = 22). Seventy-three percent (n = 

19) of dogs achieved a complete remission for a median of 250 days (range, 57 to 871 days) and 

12% (n = 3) achieved a partial remission with a duration ranged between 30 and 74 days. Overall 

median survival time was 399 days (range, 34 to 871 days). Five dogs (19%) experienced grade 3 

gastrointestinal toxicosis including 1 dog (4%) with grade 4 symptomatic neutropenia. Other 

toxicities were infrequent and mild. 

 

Conclusions 

Response rate, survival time and tolerability compare well to most other multidrug combination 

protocols. 
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Introduction 

Ciclooxigenase-2(Cox-2) is constitutively over expressed in a variety of tumor types in dogs and is 

usually associated with a poor prognosis. Despite of the intensive clinico-pathological investigation 

very little is known about the crosstalk between the Cox-2 expression and the intratumoral 

inflammatory infiltrate in canine mammary tumours (CMT). 

 

Methods 

In the present study we evaluated the Cox-2 expression and the presence of T-lymphocytes (CD3+) 

and Macrophage (MAC 387+) infiltration in 20 malignant CMT [11 simple carcinomas (solid, n=5; 

tubulopapillary, n=6); 7 complex carcinomas and 2 carcinossarcomas], by immunohistochemical 

detection. 

 

Results 

Our results revealed significant statistical associations of Cox-2 and cutaneous ulceration (p=0,001); 

histological type (0,008); histological grade of malignancy (HGM) (p=0,006) and presence of lymph 

node metastasis (p=0,001). CD3+ T-lymphocytes infiltration was statistically associated with tumour 

size (p=0,027); cutaneous ulceration (p=0,018); histological type (p=0,012) and HGM (p=0,001). 

MAC 387+ macrophages infiltration was associated with cutaneous ulceration (p=0,015) and 

histological type (p=0,025) of the tumours. A positive correlation between Cox-2 and CD3+ T 

lymphocytes (r = 0,583, p = 0,007) and Cox-2 and MAC 387+ macrophages (r = 0,845, p =0,001) was 

observed. 

 

Conclusions 

This study shows a novel relationship between Cox-2 expression and the intratumoral infiltrate of 

CD3+ T-lymphocytes and Macrophages in malignant CMT. It is possible that proinflammatory 

cytokines released by intratumoral T-lymphocytes and macrophages, up-regulate Cox-2 tumour 

cells expression stimulating tumour progression. These findings support the hypothesis that Cox-2 

may be an effective therapeutic target in canine mammary cancer treatment. 
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Introduction 

The purpose of this study is to report epidemiological and clinical findings of canine T-

epidermotropic cutaneous lymphomas at the Laboratoire d'Anatomie Pathologique du Sud-Ouest 

between January 2005 and July 2007 

 

Methods 

148 cases of canine T-epidermotropic cutaneous lymphoma were histopathologically diagnosed. 

Epidemiological and clinical data of 100 cases were collected via questionnaires filled by the 

clinicians. 

 

Results 

This study included 51 males and 49 females, the average age was 11.5 years (2 to 16 years) with 

86% of dogs over 9 years. Thirty breeds were represented with a significant predisposition for 

Cocker spaniel, Coton de Tulear, Pyrenean shepherd and Airedale terrier. Diagnosis was quite early 

(average: 4.1 months), 83% less 6 months after the beginning of the disease. Pruritus was present 

in 72% of cases: mild or moderate (41%), high or very high (30%). The most frequent lesions were 

erythema (91%), cutaneous or junctional ulcers (64%), alopecia (61%), scaling (59%), cutaneous or 

junctional plaques (57%), crusts (56%), nodules (42%) and depigmentation (33%). Cutaneous and 

junctional lesions were present respectively in 80% (ventrum 62%, dorsum 59%, face 46%) and 79% 

of cases (lips 64%). In 48% of cases, lesions affected under 25% of body surface, but 31% of dogs 

presented a severe extension (>50% of body surface). Others clinical signs included particularly 

adenopathy (30%), cutaneous 

 

Conclusions 

Pruritus and erythema are the most frequent clinical signs of T-epidermotropic cutaneous 

lymphomas. 
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Introduction 

Many lymphoid malignancies feature dysregulated NF-kB activation, which promotes lymphoma 

survival, favouring oncogenesis. A significant impediment to current treatment regimes is the 

acquisition of resistance to cytotoxicity induced by chemotherapeutic agents, many of these agents 

activating NF-kB. The validity of canine lymphoma as a model for human non-Hodgkin's lymphoma 

(NHL) is investigated as well as sensitivities to NF-kB pathway inhibition. 

 

Methods 

Human JM1, Pfeiffer and RL and canine 3132 B-cell lymphoma lines were assessed for NF-kB 

activation by EMSAs and western blotting whilst cell viabilities were monitored via MTT assays 

post-treatment with NF-kB/IKK inhibitors in conjunction with standard chemotherapeutic drugs. 

AnnexinV/PI FACS and caspase assays were used to analyze apoptotic events. 

 

Results 

The canonical p65 pathway, not the alternative p52 pathway is activated in canine and human 

lymphoma cell lines. Higher p65 activity correlates with chemotherapeutic levels required to attain 

50% cytotoxicity, suggesting NF-kB upregulation contributes to decreased chemosensitivity. Lines 

with BCL-2 overexpression [t(14;18) translocation] have greater chemoresistance. Synergism occurs 

if the chemotherapeutic does not upregulate components downstream of IKK (e.g. doxorubicin) 

and if the line does not possess t(14;18) translocation. IKK inhibitor VII reduces p65 activity whilst 

chemotherapeutics increase p65 in 3132. Dual treatment of 3132 with IKK inhibitor and 

chemotherapeutics enhances apoptosis as shown by Annexin V/PI FACS. IKK inhibitor VII promotes 

caspase 3/8-mediated and caspase 2-mediated apoptosis whilst chemotherapeutics promote 

caspase 3/8-mediated apoptosis. 

 

Conclusions 

Suppression of IKK, alone, or with chemotherapeutic drugs, can enhance tumour cell killing by 

inhibition of NF-kB. Canine lymphoma is a valid model for human NHL. 
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Introduction 

NOTCH-I is a trans-membrane receptor. Ligand proteins expressed on the surface of neighbor cells 

bind to the NOTCH-I extracellular domain by Juxtacrine signaling and induce proteolytic cleavage by 

Gamma-secretase and subsequent release of the intracellular domain (NICD). NICD enters the cell 

nucleus to alter gene expression. We describe immunohistochemical expression of NCID and 

correlation to clinico-pathological parameters in feline mammary tumours (FMT). 

 

Methods 

Forty-two FMT (36 malignant, 6 benign) were submitted to a semi-quantitative and digital image 

based Immunohistochemical analysis of NCID using a commercial anti-feline NCID monoclonal 

antibody. Association with NCID expression and morphologic parameters was investigated. Of the 

36 malignant lesions, 26 were submitted to a two-year follow-up. The NCID expression in malignant 

lesions was correlated to the overall survival (OS). 

 

Results 

NICD expression was detected in the nucleus or in the cytoplasm of FMT. Nuclear expression was 

associated with benign lesions (100% nuclear positive; 0% cytoplasmic positive) while cytoplasmic 

localization was associated with malignant lesions (0% nuclear positive; 81% cytoplasmic positive).  

In malignant FMT the majority of tumours expressed NCID in the cytoplasm and there was not a 

significant correlation between positive or negative IHC NCID expression and OS. 

 

Conclusions 

NOTCH-I immuno-localization was different in benign and malignant FMT. Nuclear localization is 

consistent with traditional NCID metabolic intra nuclear pathway while cytoplasmic accumulation is 

characteristic of aberrant NOTCH-I signaling. This is the first report of NOTCHI NCID protein 

expression in FMCs. Although further studies are required, NOTCH-I aberrant localization and 

activation seems to play a role in malignant FMT biology. 
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Introduction 

Cytologic evaluation of soft-tissue neoplasms does not replace histopathology, but has become 

established as a reliable method of obtaining a tissue diagnosis in a minimally invasive way and 

going on to the next course of action. 

 

Methods 

Results of cytologic specimens obtained between 2005 and 2009 from 377 soft-tissue neoplasms 

(350 dogs and 27 cats) were compared with the histologic diagnosis (gold standard) and extent of 

agreement was classified as complete, none or undetermined. The neoplasms were further 

classified as epithelial, mesenchymal, and round cell tumors. Cytologic samples were obtained by 

nonaspiration fine-needle (NAFN) method and histopathologic samples were collected by surgical 

excision. 

 

Results 

We had agreement between cytologic and histologic diagnoses of 261 (69%) from the total of 377 

nonaspiration fine-needle cytology. For 69 (18%) aspirates there was none agreement; and for 47 

(13%) the extent of agreement could not be determined because the cytologic specimen was 

considered unsatisfactory (hypocellularity, hemodilution, or necrosis). The tumor cell type was 

correctly determined in 126 (48%) round cell tumors, 69 (27%) mesenchymals and 66(25%) 

epithelials. Otherwise misinterpretation occurred in 11 (16%) round cell tumors, 15 (22%) 

mesenchymals and 43 (62%) epithelials. 

 

Conclusions 

Based on the results of this study, NAFN cytology is a reliable and useful diagnostic tool for the first 

evaluation of soft-tissue tumors. It is safe and avoids submitting the patient to anesthesia. 

 

Acknowledgments: CAPES - Coordenação de Aperfeiçoamento de Pessoal de Nível Superior; CNPq - 

Conselho Nacional de Desenvolvimento Científico e Tecnológico 
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Introduction 

Canine mammary carcinoma is the most common cancer among female dogs and is often fatal due 

to the development of distant metastases. In humans, solid tumours are made up of 

heterogeneous cell populations. A small subset of tumour cells can hold or acquire stem cell 

characteristics, enabling them to drive tumour growth, recurrence and metastasis. Recent evidence 

indicates that activation of the epithelial to mesenchymal transition (EMT) has been associated 

with cancer invasion, metastasis, and the acquisition of stem cell characteristics. 

 

Methods 

Putative cancer stem cells (CSCs) were isolated by tumoursphere formation, a characteristic of stem 

cells, and further characterised by marker expression, sensitivity to doxorubicin and ionising 

radiation, colony forming ability and invasiveness. REM134 cells were treated with TGF-beta, and 

assayed for migration capacity and sphere-forming ability. 

 

Results 

Here we report that CSCs can be isolated form a canine mammary carcinoma cell line, REM134. We 

show that these cells have an increased ability to form tumourspheres, express embryonic stem cell 

markers associated with pluripotency, and are resistant to the ionising radiation and doxorubicin. 

Furthermore, we show that canine mammary cancer cells can be induced to undergo EMT by TGF-

beta and that these cells have an increased ability to form tumourspheres. 

 

Conclusions 

The failure of clinical therapy to eradicate canine mammary cancer may be due to the existence 

and survival of CSCs. EMT may be of therapeutic value, as we have shown that EMT induction can 

enrich for cells with CSC properties and be an underlying mechanism of metastasis. 
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Introduction 

The purpose of this study is to report epidemiological, clinical and histopathological findings 

collected from a retrospective study of cutaneous tumours, mammary tumours and pseudo-

tumours at the Laboratoire d'Anatomie Pathologique du Sud Ouest for 3 years. 

 

Methods 

Epidemiological  and clinical data were collected via questionnaires for each affected animal. 

Diagnosis was based on histopathological examination of nodules. 

 

Results 

111 cutaneous tumours, mammary tumours and pseudo-tumours were diagnosed in different 

species. Cutaneous tumours were diagnosed  in 22 rabbits ; trichoblastoma (6 cases) and fibroma (8 

cases) were the main types. Mammary tumours were demonstrated in 5 rabbits, in particular 

adenocarcinomas (3 cases).  Cutaneous tumours were reported in 17 guinea pigs ; trichofolliculoma 

and lipoma were respectively observed in 6 and 3 cases.  In this species, mammary tumours 

seemed more benign (adenoma 3/4 cases). In hamsters (18 cases), the first cutaneous tumour was 

cutaneous epitheliotropic T cell lymphoma (5 cases), followed by follicular tumours (4 cases) and 

melanomas (2 cases).  Pseudotumours (4 cases) were exclusively represented by follicular cysts. In 

rats, cutaneous tumours and mammary tumours were respectively identified in 8 and 12 cases. The 

first skin tumour was fibrosarcoma (3 cases) ; mammary fibroadenoma were diagnosed in 11 cases. 

In mice, cutaneous tumours were rarely observed (3 cases) ; a sweat gland adenoma was described 

in 2 cases. In black-tailed prairie dogs (5 cases), a salivary adenocarcinoma was observed in 3 cases. 

 

Conclusions 

The frequency and the types of tumours are considerably varied according to the species 
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Introduction 

The EGF receptor family is widely recognised as being implicated in a number of cancers in humans, 

and is frequently a target for therapeutic intervention, however there has been comparatively little 

investigation into therapeutics aimed specifically at treating this disease in pets. This study aims to 

explore the expression of the EGF family in a canine system, and to evaluate the efficacy of human 

small molecule tyrosine kinase inhibitors (SMTKIs) in treating canine cancers. 

 

Methods 

We have assessed the expression of the EGF family in normal and canine tissues using 

immunohistochemistry (IHC) and in the MDCK and CMT28 cell lines by Western Blotting and RT-

PCR. A chimeric EGFR/ HER2 receptor has been used to measure the effect of various SMTKIs on the 

HER2 kinase domain in order to determine if those designed to target EGFR will also inhibit HER2. 

 

Results 

IHC has shown that the EGF family is distributed through many canine tissues, and RT-PCR and 

Western Blotting show that CMT28 cells express all members of the receptor family, while MDCK 

cells express all except HER4. Experiments with the chimera show that all the SMTKIs investigated 

can also inhibit HER2. 

 

Conclusions 

Our results show that EGF receptors and ligands are as significant a protein family in companion 

dogs as they are in humans, suggesting that human SMTKIs targeting this family may be of use in 

pets too. Our results also show that currently available SMTKIs against EGFR can also inhibit HER2 

and possibly be used to treat canine mammary cancer. 
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Introduction  

Masitinib is an oral tyrosine kinase inhibitor that selectively targets c-Kit and PDGFR. In-vitro studies 

have shown that T-cell lymphoma cells are particularly sensitive to the anti-proliferative action of 

masitinib. In humans, mycosis fungoides has shown positive immunohistochemistry reaction for 

both PDGF and PDGFR in the abnormal cells.  

 

Methods 

A 10.5 year-old Dachshund, female with diagnosed T-cell epitheliotropic lymphoma showed relapse 

with severe skin inflammation, erythema, alopecia and pruritus after COP chemotherapy (3 months 

partial response), and lomustine with prednisone (3 months partial response). Masitinib was 

administered in monotherapy at a dose of 12.5 mg/kg/day. 

 

Results  

Following 1 week of masitinib treatment a significant improvement in skin and general condition 

was observed, with a complete response documented after 3 weeks. Throughout the duration of 

treatment an improvement in the patient’s quality of life was also observed. After 4 months the 

patient was lost to follow-up due to death, likely due to anemia without clear causality. No 

postmortem examination was performed. Immunohistochemistry on the biopsy showed intense 

staining for phosphorylated PDGFR and discrete staining for PDGFR, consistent with human 

findings. 

 

Conclusions  

Tumor cell-derived PDGF may play an important role in tumorigenesis. Hence, selective inhibition 

of PDGFR with subsequent apoptosis of abnormal cells might explain the observed positive 

response to masitinib. Together with supporting in-vitro findings this suggests that masitinib might 

represent a therapeutic option for dogs with T-cell epitheliotropic lymphoma. Further study is 

required to classify the morphological type of the neoplastic lymphocytes, and to assess treatment 

efficacy in a larger study cohort.  
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THE EUROPEAN CANINE LYMPHOMA NETWORK – AN INVITATION TO JOIN! 

(www.eu-can-lymph.net ) 

 

The European Canine Lymphoma Network is an initiative jointly launched by the research groups at 

the University of Veterinary Medicine Vienna and the University of Milan in June 2009 to create an 

international task force for harmonising research strategies in canine haematopoietic tumours.  

 

This networks aims are: 

1) Harmonising classification schemes 
2) Conciliating pre-analytical and analytical protocols for diagnosis including: cytology, 

histopathology, flow cytometry, gene expression profiling, clonality assays and 
cytogenetics. 

3) Standardising therapeutic approaches and monitoring, including minimal residual disease 
assessment 

4) Coordinating research activities, performed at national level, to discover targets with 
diagnostic/prognostic significance 

5) Establishing an open-access sample repository with exhaustive collection of relevant 
anamnestic and clinical data 

6) Increasing the access to technical tools and materials for researchers 
7) Organising international workshops, conferences and grant applications 
8) Effectively communicating advances in the field to the scientific community, private 

institutions and general public through publications and popular articles in journals and 
books. 
 

The Consortium has established a common website (http://www.eu-can-lymph.net/) to increase 

the visibility of the project and a web-based database that allows collecting information from each 

group. To date (Dec 1, 2010), 53 researchers from 19 different institutions in 10 different European 

countries have already joined the network. This joint program provides the opportunity to reinforce 

the collaboration between different European institutions, including exchange of staff, and to 

strengthen the research activity on canine oncology at the EU level to reach ambitious scientific 

targets. 

 

Researchers active in the field are invited to contribute to this program. 

 

 

Stefano Comazzi (Milano) & Barbara Rütgen (Vienna) 

(on behalf of the working committee) 
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